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ABSTRACT 

This research examines the effects of portfolio 

activities on the attitudes of sixth grade visual arts 

students. Ongoing studies in the field of art education 

were reviewed and studied for portfolio activities. The 

study examined the specific effects of sketchbook/journal 

activities resulting from the portfolio process and its 

effect on the attitudes of the students. This study 

hypothesized the self-reflective assessment activities 

inherent in portfolio designs using sketchbook/journals 

would have a positive correlation with the attitude of 

these students. Statistical evidence was not found to 

support that a relationship exists between the student 

scores on the portfolio self-assessment activities and a 

post-attitude survey given at the conclusion of a six week 

arts course. The anecdotal data generated from the exit 

survey does indicate positive reactions to the portfolio 

process and to understanding the basic purpose of a 

portfolio. 
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CHAPTER I 

A PORTFOLIO CULTURE 

Introduction 

The area of arts education often is a mirror of what 

is good and bad about education in our country. Our 

culture is rich in its multi-ethnic blend of arts heritage, 

yet our education system is often ambivalent about any 

subject matter that borders on issues of personal value and 

enjoyment. The arts have often been considered to be 

frills or extra curricular activities and are still likely 

to be among the first casualties when budgets are tightened 

(Gardner & Brunbaum, 1986). 

Historically, the arts have been a center for the 

development of serious study. Until the last century, arts 

education was coterminous with artistic training. One 

learned "on the job" as in the formal learning processes 

found in the qualifications established for the guilds of 

artists and musicians in the middle ages. During the 

1920s, "creative self-expression" flourished and became the 

dominant style of teaching after World War II. This 

philosophy promised to free the individual from social and 

psychological repressions, but the end result in arts 
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education ac tually deprived children from thinking 

critically about their personal attempts to create art 

(Efland, 1990). 

Backward slides in test scores during the last 30 

years promoted a push for accountability and solutions to 

our educational shortcomings. Two such accountability 

tests (1974-75, 1978-79) were administered by the Nationa l 

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) to test the art 

production skills, art knowledge and the attitudes about 

art of 9, 13, and 17 year old students. Even though 

reviews of the results were not encouraging to arts 

educators, the tests, however, were recognized across the 

country as valuable assessment instruments that were not 

previously available (Clark, Zimmerman, & Zurmuehlen, 1987; 

Gardner & Grunbaum, 1986). 

Even in 1983, bolstered by such publications as A 

Nation at Risk, a concern resurfaced for approaching 

educational reforms through the disciplines. With the 

supportive efforts of the J. Paul Getty Trust, disciplined 

based art education (DBAE) sought to strengthen study in 

art through the integration of studio art production, art 

history, art criticism, and aesthetics. The major thrust 

of DBAE was to provide substance to school art programs and 

provide a range of content that a solid program in art 

education exhibits. A result of this effort solidified arts 
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educators into promoting their programs as proponents of 

critical thinking skills (Gardner & Grunbaum, 1986). 

With an emphasis on building critical thinking skills 

in students throughout the curriculum, scholars quest i oned 

the virtual monopoly standardized testing had on 

influencing education as a whole. Standardized testing 

promotes the assessment of information and data at a 

particular time. Higher levels of thinking are difficult 

to assess with traditional testing methods. The Council of 

Chief State School Officers 1985 survey of states policies 

and practices showed only ten states were employing 

standardized testing to assess achievement in the arts. 

State education agency contacts in this survey expressed 

concern that there are few acceptable models for assessment 

in the arts (CCSSO, 1985). 

Zerull (1990) stated that teachers seem reluctant to 

evaluate students in the arts with standardized testing. 

He stated that artistic creation and performance are not 

easily assessed by multiple-choice, right-wrong test 

methods. Surnrnative evaluations such as standardized 

testing suggested there is a terminal point of arrival in 

the education of a child. Formative assessment is 

concerned with the learning process and how it affects the 

end result. Zerull reported that the goal of an effective 

education must be to educate the whole child and inspire 
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curios ity. In this article, he suggests that part of the 

solution to testing in the arts lies in deciding if the 

question should be "What has the child learned?" or rather, 

"Has the child learned? " (p.21) 

Some of the intellectual roots of this theory of 

formative assessment can be traced to the Harvard Project 

Zero founding in 1967. The project founders challenged the 

widespread notion that language and number systems had 

priority over other creative and communicative systems. 

Howard Gardner's (1989) work with the project developed an 

area of study concerned with this "theory of multiple 

intelligences." In his studies, the human mind is 

purported to be able to carry out at least seven different 

forms of information processing. These intelligences deal 

with (a) language, (b) logic and mathematics, (c) music, 

(d) spatial information, (e) bodily-kinesthetic 

information, (f) interpersonal knowledge, and 

(g) intrapersonal knowledge. His analysis showed artistic 

intelligence is not a separate entity, but rather each of 

these intelligences can be directed toward an 

artistic end. 

The theory of multiple intelligences was designed to 

explain a mix of findings about human understanding into a 

form that made neurobiological and cultural sense. It also 

provides a way of thinking that cannot be adequately 
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assessed by paper and pencil intelligence tests. These 

i deas have proved attractive to educators and has sparked 

several attempts to design educational programs that agree 

with this view of the human mind (Gardner, 1989). 

In 1992, La Pierre conducted research on one 

particular part of Gardner's theory, spatial intelligence, 

and used the arts as a resource to show norm-referenced IQ 

testing is only one method used to research and assess 

human abilities. The study concludes that in order to 

evaluate intelligences properly, activities must be given 

to students to increase students' chances of experiencing 

success in more than one intelligence. To evaluate a 

specific type of knowledge (spatial, language, or any of 

the other types), appropriate ways of assessing each must 

be developed. The goal was to detect a human strength or 

intelligence and to use it as a basis for learning 

(La Pierre, 1988; 1992). 

As a result of these types of studies and findings, 

the development of a variety of projects specifically 

dealing with questions of how to assess human intelligence 

are currently underway. In the process, the support of 

assessment studies in the visual arts has yielded a 

potentially influential seat at the assessment table for 

arts educators. Through more detailed look at the uses of 

portfolios as a means of visual arts assessment, a student 
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can be evaluated on the processing of higher levels of 

thinking skills as developed over a longer period of time, 

thus answering the question "Has the child learned?" 

Problem 

The ability to problem solve is recognized as a 

critical component of intelligence (Gardner & Hatch, 1989); 

thus, the ability to fashion a product (to write a 

symphony, execute a painting, stage a play, build up or 

manage an organization, carry out an experiment) is not 

assessed adequately in short answer tests. A portfolio in 

any design holds promise as a unique part of evaluating an 

individual ' s intelligence. Portfolio assessments allow for 

a longitudinal study of a student's work and knowledge. 

Since portfolio assessments have traditionally been held as 

a better evaluative tool in the arts as opposed to 

multiple-choice surnmative assessments for years, it is the 

purpose of this study to examine this issue more closely. 

Currently the studies in pilot testing are researching 

several questions produce in the minds of educators, 

politicians, and parents by portfolio assessments. 

1. What is a portfolio? 

2. How does a portfolio assess intelligence? 

3. What goes in one and who decides what goes 

in, the student or the teacher, or both? 
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4. Can portfol i o assessment af f ec t student 

l earning and attitudes? 

5. What are its implications to educators? 

Teachers from these portfolio studies have written 

comments addressing the effects on the students attitudes 

about their work and the portfolio process. In the 

California Art Education Association Pilot Study, teachers 

noted that students began taking responsibility for their 

own learning. By buying into the portfolio process, 

students begin looking at the whole picture of their work 

and their education in visual arts and not on just 

completing each assignment as it comes (CAEA, 1991). 

How does the portfolio process do this? Is there 

actually a correlation between the reflective types of 

activities found in these portfolio studies that effects 

student's attitudes and feelings on the processes of 

learning? It is the purpose of this study to research the 

specific effect of the portfolio's sketchbook/journal 

activities and self-assessment instruments on student 

attitudes during the portfolio experience. 

The pilot research study currently underway by the 

Harvard Graduate School in partnership with the Pittsburgh 

City Schools and the National Testing Service will provide 

the experimental model for observing the effects of 

portfolio activities, specifically, self-reflective and 
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self-assessment activities, on the attitudes and 

self-concepts of sixth grade visual art students. 

Statement of the Hypothesis 

With this information, this study hypothesizes that in 

a portfolio climate of a visual arts classroom, students 

involved in the processes of keeping a sketchbook/journal 

with self-reflective and self-assessing types of activities 

will develop a more positive attitude toward learning 

and toward themselves. 

Purpose and Rationale 

It is the purpose of this study to examine the 

portfolio process and its affect on the attitudes of middle 

school students. The sketchbook/journal activities 

prevalent in the ARTS Propel study and the California Art 

Education Association's Portfolio Pilot Study will be used 

as a variable to determine if there is an effect 

attributable to student attitudes about art and themselves. 

Other variables in the study that will be observed are the 

sketchbook/journal instrument and the assessment graphs 

designed from the Arts PROPEL study. 

The expected results of this study are that the 

sketchbook/journal activities along with the 

self-assessment graphs will have a positive effect on the 

general attitudes of visual arts students. The activities 

inherent to keeping a sketchbook/journal in which students 
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a r e asked thought provoking questions about their own 

artwork and the artwork of others shoul d help promote a 

stronger owne r s hip in the l earning process. Students 

involved in self -assessment activities slowly become more 

i nvol ved in the learning process and begin to show i mpr ove 

ments in se l f-concepts (CAEA, 1991) 

Assumptions 

1. The computer scheduling of classes is assumed to 

be as random as possible in this study. The MacSchool 

scheduling program used by the school administration is a 

tested program and is designed for random assignment. 

2. The Harvard Project Zero developed Arts PROPEL 

study is still in progress. The National Testing Service 

is a partner in this research endeavor. This agency is 

well practiced in developing assessment instruments that 

consider extraneous variables in areas of concern. It is 

assumed that their involvement gives validity to these 

s tudies and the i nstruments that are used. 

Limitations 

1. The demographics of the community attending 

the middle school during the fall of 1996 should limit 

generalizations to similar types of populations. The 

school community includes a wide array of socio-economic 

l eve l s. Some dependent children of a nearby military/army 

t ra ining post also attend this school. The student 
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abilities and knowledge they bring to the visual arts class 

will be just as diverse, from very little art experience to 

those exposed to a strong curriculum K-5. The feeder 

schools for the middle school have part time Visual Arts 

programs in place where students are exposed to 17 

thirty-five minute art lessons a year with a certified 

visual arts specialist. 

2. Until a few years ago, very little research 

existed in visual arts education, especially in the area of 

portfolio assessment. Only in the past few years has there 

been a serious attempt to develop valid and sound research 

projects that focused on the learning activities inherent 

to the arts. Recent debate questioning the values our 

society places on standardized testing has sparked creative 

efforts to find other forms of assessment. The relative 

youth of this field of research has a limiting effect for 

this study. 

3. The portfolio design used in the Arts PROPEL model 

and in this study are basically longitudinal studies of a 

students growth in the visual arts over a period of time. 

The research currently underway in the Pittsburgh Arts 

PROPEL study is conducted over various lengths of time, 

some for a full year in the high school and some for 

shorter times in the middle schools. The visual arts 



c l asses used in this study are limited to six weeks in 

l ength. Changes in measures from a treatment over a six 

weeks period may not be as easily measured. The length of 

the study is limiting. 
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4. The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale is 

not specific to attitudes in particular subject areas in 

school. The measurement statements in the survey are 

designed to assess how children and adolescents feel about 

themselves. The instrument shows students a number of 

statements that tell how some people feel about themselves 

and then asks the students to indicate whether each 

statement applies to them by answering "yes" or ''no". The 

statements are randomly designed but can be clustered into 

six areas (behavior, intellectual and school status, 

physical appearance and attributes, anxiety, popularity, 

and happiness and satisfaction). Because the instrument is 

not specific to the visual arts, some limits on correlation 

with the portfolio data will result. 

Definition of Terms 

Arts Propel: Arts PROPEL is an approach to education 

that is committed to developing non-traditional models of 

assessment appropriate for students engaged in the artistic 

process. The program's larger goal is to find ways to 

enhance and document student learning in the arts and 

humanities. The view of instruction in PROPEL is based on 
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the art student assuming three roles: producer, perceiver, 

and reflector. Woven into the fabric of the program is the 

idea of assessment as an integral part of learning. 

Production: Production is the central component of 

the Propel program where students are engaged in production 

activities that explore issues, concepts, or media central 

to the domain of art. 

Perception: Perception is the component of the 

PROPEL program referring to those processes where students 

look closely at their own and their peers' works of art, 

but also the work of artists from diverse cultures and 

eras. 

Reflection: Reflection is the component of the 

PROPEL program centering on thinking as it is applied to 

the discipline of art. Students are encouraged to think, 

talk, and write about art work and their own art-making 

process. 

Portfolio: The definition used for this study 

centers on the process-portfolio description used in the 

PROPEL program. This type of portfolio is unlike 

traditional artist portfolios which contained highly 

selected finished pieces. A process-portfolio includes 

drafts, studies, and sketchbook/journal writings that 

capture a record of the learning process. 

Assessment Graph: Developed by groups of teachers in 

the Arts PROPEL study to visualize assessment, this model 



i s a line graph charted by both the student and teacher 

according to levels of performance on specific criteria of 

a project. The graphs are on the same paper, but charted 

in different colors. Critical dialogues can then focus on 

where discrepancies occur between the two. 
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Sketchbook/journal: As described in the Arts PROPEL 

program, it is an instrument to encourage and keep track of 

reflective thinking where students are recording their 

experiences in words and sketches. One purpose of the 

sketchbook/journal is to provide a device which allows 

students to begin to develop more self-directed experiences 

in art. The typical sketchbook/journal includes: 

1. Handouts and notes from the teacher 

2. Preparatory sketches for projects and other 

drawings either assigned or student generated 

3. Reflections about projects in the process, and 

thoughts about projects after their completion 

4. Images, objects and recorded perceptions, dreams 

that inspire or interest the student 
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CHAPTER I I 

A Revi ew of t he Lite r at ur e 

Harvard Graduate School Project Zero's Arts PROPEL 

In 196 7 , Harvard Project Zero was founded at the 

Harvard University Graduate School of Education under the 

gui dance and the philosophical studies of Nelson Goodman. 

Goodman challenged the idea that language and logical 

(number) systems had priority over other creative and 

communication systems. Gardner's work with the project and 

the "theory of multiple intelligences" he developed helped 

spawn the Arts PROPEL (production, perception, reflection) 

s t udy in the late 1980s. This multi-year project was 

devised to create a set of assessment instruments which can 

document artistic learning, such as, music, visual art and 

imaginative writing (Gardner, 1989). 

The three kinds of competencies of artistic learning 

measured in the project are PRODUCTION (composing or 

performing music, painting or drawing, creative writing); 

PERCEPTION (thinking artistically); and REFLECTION 

(understanding the art form and its relationships to others 

and the artist). For these competencies, sets of exercises 

called doma i n projects were created. Each exerc i se must 

include all thr ee competencies. 
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With the cooperation of the Pittsburgh Public Schools, 

t he domain projects were explored and critiqued by teachers 

in the system, then administered to students in pilot 

forms. A preliminary assessment system for the domain 

project is tried and after fine tuning any discrepancies, 

is ready to be used as is or to adapt to specific needs 

(See Table 1). Gardner submits that with these assessment 

tools, detailed analysis is possible and can produce 

summary scores to be used for research purposes (Gardner, 

1989). 

As a result of developing the domain projects, the 

educational vehicle of the portfolio expanded the project 

into uncharted studies. Instead of the traditional 

portfolio holding only the best work, these portfolios 

include not only the finished work, but original sketches, 

interim drafts, critiques by individual students and 

classmates, or even art works by others they admire or 

dislike that relate to the project. The Arts PROPEL 

portfolio focuses on the processes of learning rather than 

the final product (Gardner, 1989). 

California Art Education Association Portfolio Pilot Study 

The California Art Education Association (CAEA) 

Portfolio Assessment Pilot Project began in an assessment 

strand at the CAEA state conference in October 1990. The 

process portfolio models developed by the Arts PROPEL 



project in the Pittsburgh Public School system were 

introduced as guides for the state project. After the 

conference, 41 of the 100+ interested teachers submitted 

pilot descriptions and began using portfolio assessment 

with their students (CAEA, 1991). 
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The CAEA Pilot Project, as in the Arts PROPEL project, 

was to develop the portfolio as an organized collection of 

students work used by the students and the teacher to 

monitor growth of students' knowledge, skills and attitudes 

in the visual arts. An important purpose of the CAEA 

portfolio should result in the students moving from being 

passive learners toward being active learners. Students 

are judged not against other students, but against 

themselves. An assessment portfolio purpose for teachers 

was to provide insights into their course content, teaching 

methods, grading patterns, and student progress 

(CAEA, 1991). 

Supportive discussion clarified the point that 

assessment portfolios are not the same as students ' 

folders. Students' folders may contain all of the 

student's work; whereas, the portfolio contains carefully 

chosen samples to show growth and pivotal developments. 

The teachers in the study generally agreed on the nature of 

the material to be kept in the portfolio. From a 

collection of all their work, students selected from three 



to ten pieces to include in a final assessment portfolio 

and were asked to write responses to questions about their 

work. These questions were similar to those used in Arts 

PROPEL (CAEA, 1991). 
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Within the portfolio, students may include finished 

work (and/or slides, photographs or videos of work), 

unfinished work, preliminary sketches, and entries in a 

sketchbook or a journal. Students' sketchbook/journals 

documented responses about the students own work, replies 

to questions posed by the teacher, assignments, open-ended 

writing, personal comments, ideas from any source, goals of 

work, reflections on finished work and notes on artists and 

works from the past and the present. Most teachers in the 

study, wrote responses to students ' reflections and entered 

them as part of the portfolio (CAEA, 1991). 

Two surveys in the CAEA pilot, one for students and 

one for teachers, showed overwhelming positive responses to 

the impact of keeping a portfolio of the art making 

process. The students surveyed reported they could see and 

understand their progress and were able to revise and 

improve their work. Collaboration between the student and 

the teacher was valued and promoted two-way communications 

(CAEA, 1991). 

The teachers ' surveys reported that the portfolio 

assessment process enables them to discover evidence of 
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student growth and to gain insights on the effectiveness of 

their teaching. The teacher-student dialogues of the 

portfolio process took more class time. This forced 

teachers to adjust with more time planned for evaluations. 

The teachers noted that keeping a student sketchbook or 

j ournal was important in understanding the steps in a 

students creative process and progress. Teachers in the 

study f ound that the portfolios demonstrated t o parents, 

teachers, and administrators the holist i c aspect of art 

education promoting thinking , probl em-solving, writing and 

reading skills as well as the visual arts skills in 

drawing, painting, and sculpture (CAEA, 199 1) . 

The College Board Advanced Placement 

Studio Art Portfolio Evaluation 

The Advanced Placement (AP) Program is a cooperative 

educat i onal endeavor of secondary schools, colleges, and 

the College Board. The AP Program provides course 

descriptions and teaching materials as well as assessments 

based upon those descriptions. When the Advanced Placement 

Program began in 1956, 1,229 students took 2,199 exams with 

104 high schools and 130 colleges participating. Since that 

time, the students involved in the total program has risen 

t o near 330,000. The number of col l eges accepting Advanced 

Placement credits is over 19 times as many as in 1956 

(Office o f Technology Assessment, 1991) . 
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In 1990 , the AP Studio Art Portfolio Assessment 

involved over 3,000 high school juniors and seniors . 

Students prepared f or the evaluation in high school courses 

which may or may not be separate from other art courses . 

The College Board organized workshops for art teachers and 

school personnel to understand the criteria for the course 

(Advanced Placement Program, 1992; Dorn, 1990). 

Near the end of the AP Studio Art course, students 

submit a portfolio that reflects three major concerns that 

ar e constants in the teaching of art. These are developed 

i n three sub-portfolios. In the first section of the 

portfolio, QUALITY, the students are asked to define 

through carefully selected examples of their work, what is 

good work. In the CONCENTRATION sub-portfolio, students 

are encouraged to explore a personal, central interest as 

in depth as possible. A considerable investment of time, 

effort and thought should be obvious. A written commentary 

must accompany the work discussing the sources of their 

ideas, the influences on them, and the technical assistance 

they received while working on the project . BREADTH, the 

third sub-portfolio, encourages students to work in a rich 

var i ety of ways and materials in order to extend their 

visual experiences. All work should show evidence of both 

inte llect and perceptual range (Advanced Placement 

Program , 1992). 
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One of the major strengths reported of the AP Studio 

Art Portfolio Assessment is in the consistency designed 

into the reader system. The 1990 group of 18 raters were 

made up of college level and high school instructors that 

have developed strong programs and expectations in their 

respective schools. In each grading session, a standard 

setting selection of portfolios is exhibited to illustrate 

all possible scores. These examples have been chosen 

beforehand by the Chief Reader. The readers must choose 

not what they would like, but what should be expected of 

college-level accomplishment. Walter Askin, a Chief Reader 

in the early 1980s, stated what the portfolio is 

trying to assess is a "mind at work" (OTA, 1991). 

Scoring of the portfolio and its sub-portfolios are 

roughly distributed in a bell curve with a rubric of 1 (No 

recommendation) to 5 (Extremely well-qualified). Readers 

may serve for six years with continuity assured by a 

regular turnover of a few each year, thus judgments about 

scores are informed by a collective experience. Teachers 

involved in the AP Studio Art Program show little concern 

about the ways the portfolios are graded, but focus more on 

the rewarding experience of preparing for the examination. 

Askin reports the teachers make a difference in the success 

of the student's portfolio (OTA, 1991). Teachers often 

assess themselves and their programs on the resulting 



scores a ta i ned by their s t udent s, this makes the pr ogram 

ex remel y va luable t o t eachers as well as students . 

Summary of the Literature 

Combining the research in progress in the ARTS Propel 

program and the California Art Education Portfolio 

Assessment Pilot with the rich history of performance 

standards set by the College Board's AP Studio Art 

Portfolio Evaluation is creating a very positive climate 

for portfolio assessment. With their strong ties to years 

of empirical research, these three studies showed that 

several valuable conclusions and implications can be drawn 

from the use of portfolio assessment in the visual arts. 
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Visual art portfolios can systematically evaluate 

student learning. They promote ways of assessing critical 

thinking skills and a students' ability to problem solve. 

Students are encouraged to become active in the learning 

process and are taught to be self-reflective. Having a 

voice in the assessment process promotes a rich interaction 

of dialogues between the student and the teacher that are 

unique. Art teachers found that portfolios provided them 

with insights into the contents of their courses, the 

methods by which they teach, and the scores they use in 

evaluating student progress. They are proven to be a 

reliable instrument in assessing student performances when 

a performance standard has been set. 
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In conclusion, it should not be understated that 

por tfolio assessments of subjective knowledge is not with 

out controversy. Performance assessment is still in its 

infancy of research and development and is quickly 

spreading across the country faster than issues and the 

r es ear c h can be addressed. Concerns of va l idi ty and 

reliabil i ty must be meticulously attacked and scrutinized 

t o c r ea t e a t rue c limate of accept ability. I f a ll 

ext raneous variables can be con t rol l ed i n these developi ng 

programs ; t he n, a portfolio culture may soon t ake the pl ace 

of the standardi zed , norm- r e f e r e nced , "bubbl e- in " soc i e ty 

that now ex i s ts. To produce problem solving, creative 

thinki ng student s as the ultimate peak of our educational 

structure , portfolios certainly offer a reasonable chance 

in a t ta i ni ng th i s goal . 
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CHAPTER III 

THE METHODOLOGY 

The Subjects 

The students involved in this study comprise four 

visual arts classes at a middle school in a Southeastern 

United States community during the fall semester of 1996. 

The defining school zone covers a wide range of 

socio-economic levels in the community so cultural bias did 

not present any concerns. The school in this study is 

comprised of approximately 1,150 students. Students are 

scheduled for six weeks in the visual arts once a year. 

The student body of sixth, seventh, and eighth graders has 

scored at or above the state averages on the state mandated 

assessment program for the last two school years. 

The population for each class in this study was 

generated from the MacSchool scheduling program used by the 

school administration (see Table 1). Random heterogeneous 

groups were expected. Two of the classes participated 

during the second six weeks grading period and the other 

two classes during the third six weeks. Each six weeks 

classes contained one control group and one experimental 

group. 
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The beginning roster for the total possible students 

scheduled in the classes and available for the study was 

93. Almost one third did not complete the study or simply 

choose not to participate. This drop in numbers is due 

primarily to the transient nature of the military community 

in the school zone and to those parents/students that did 

not return the parental permission slip. The 63 students 

completing the study were comprised of 33 boys and 30 

girls. Their ages ranged from 11 to 13. As mentioned 

previously, the student abilities and knowledge brought to 

the visual arts class was very diverse, from very little 

art experience to those exposed to a strong curriculum K-5 

in another state. The feeder schools for this middle 

school have had part time visual arts programs in place for 

the past six years. Students are exposed to 17 thirty-five 

minute art lessons each year taught by a certified arts 

specialist. 

The Instruments 

In order to organize and collect the data during the 

portfolio experience for each student and the teacher, 

several instruments were designed or adapted for use in 

this study. The sixth grade visual art curriculum (see 

Appendix B) treatment is designed loosely on the portfolio 

activities of the Arts PROPEL model currently under study 

in the Pittsburgh City Schools (Arts PROPEL, 1992). The 



National Visual Arts Standards (NSAE, 1994) and the state 

Department of Education Visual Arts Curriculum Framework 

provided the groundwork for the curriculum design. 
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The six weeks course was divided into three separate 

"units" of study (Drawing Skills and Drawing Media, Color 

Theory and Impressionism, and A Study of Sculpture from 

Different Cultures). A pre- and post-assessment survey 

instrument was given for each unit. As in the Arts PROPEL 

model, a sketchbook/journal was kept by each student during 

the six weeks. The six weeks course included studio based 

activities interlaced with art history, sketchbook/journal 

activities and self-assessment activities, all combined to 

create a process-portfolio. 

The sketchbook/journal instrument (see Appendix C) 

developed for this study was designed after professional 

sketchbook models found in art supply stores. The 

instrument contained a cover sheet/title page and pages for 

20-25 entries. Each page in the sketchbook / journal was 

divided into spaces for notetaking, sketching, and 

reflective writings. All of the documents in the 

sketchbook/journal were kept in the visual art classroom 

for the most part with a few occasions allowed for 

additional sketches to be done at home. Each day as the 

students entered the classroom, the first activity of the 

day was a sketchbook/journal activity relating to the unit 



of study and/or the studio activities. 

The pre- and post-assessment graph instruments 

(see Appendix D) for each unit were structured and adopted 

from the example developed by teachers in the Arts PROPEL 

study (Gitomer, Grosh, & Price, 1992). Price, along with 

other art teachers, designed a line graph charted by both 

teacher and student according to levels of performance on 

specific criteria of a "domain project". Since this 

instrument is being used in current studies, it is assumed 

that it has been checked and modified for face validity by 

professional visual arts specialists. Local art teachers 

in the local county school system have reviewed the 

instruments and suggested the rating rubric be simplified 

to a five point scoring system from a ten point score for 

easier comprehension by sixth graders. 
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The pre-assessment graph is based on a Prior Knowledge 

and Experience Survey (see Appendix D) given to each 

student at the beginning of each unit of study. The survey 

solicits information from the students about their 

knowledge base and previous artistic experiences. The 

items in the pre-assessment survey instrument used a yes/no 

response. A total raw score was derived from the "yes" 

The responses and converted into a pre-assessment graph. 

post-assessment graph is divided into two major areas. 

artistic skills and concepts area assesses the success a 

The 
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s t udent has had wi th speci f ic skills, experiences, 

knowl edge a nd achievement in the unit of study. The 

ci tizenship portion of the assessment graph, as in the Arts 

PROPEL model (Arts PROPEL, 1992), attempted to assess the 

students success as an individual artist in the classroom. 

Included are following directions, completing assignments, 

using materials appropriately, managing their usage of time 

and the efforts the student made throughout the unit of 

study. 

Each student group in the study reached consensus to 

correlate the five point scale on the pre- and 

post-assessment instruments to their entrenched and 

familiar letter grading system. The scale easily converted 

to the familiar A, B, C, D, and F system in which an A is a 

5 and an Fis an 1. After the post assessment instruments 

were completed by the student and the teacher, two raw 

scores were generated. A studio based score was derived 

from all of the artistic skills area and a citizenship score 

from the positive work habits and cooperation components on 

the assessment graph. Both scoring areas were also 

combined to give a total overall score for the unit of 

study. 

The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale (Piers, 

1984) is an 80-item self-reporting questionnaire that 

from students concerning how they feel gener ates responses 
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about themselves. The students in the study responded with 

yes / no to statements regarding how some people feel about 

themselves. The scale is subdivided into six cluster scales 

dealing with behavior, intellectual and school status, 

physical appearance and attributes, anxiety, popularity, and 

happiness/satisfaction. Only the total raw score was used 

for this study. The Piers-Harris questionnaire was 

administered at the beginning and ending of the six weeks 

course. The summary scoring form creates a line graph 

providing ease in comparing pre- and post-treatment scores. 

The Piers-Harris Scale checks for response bias and 

inconsistency and the manual for the instrument gives 

excellent information and issues of concern on 

interpretation of student scores. The test-retest 

reliability of the Piers-Harris measures a strong 

reliability coefficient of .96 for a three to ·four week test 

period (Piers, 1984). 

The accumulated art work of each student in the study 

was combined into a portfolio. The student sketchbook/ 

j ournals were stored separately for easier access; although 

theoretically, it is considered a part of the total 

portfolio. The definition of portfolios used for this study 

is often referred to as a "process-portfolio" in the Arts 

PROPEL research and includes all and any work completed for 

each unity of study. The sketchbook/journal and the studio 



pr o j ect s comprise the majority of the portfolio contents. 

A student exit survey (see Appendix E) based on the 

questions in the California Art Education Association 

Portfolio Project's (CAEA, 1991) final student survey was 

given twelve weeks after the final group completed the 

study. The time lapse for the exit survey following the 

student completing the six week course is specifically 

designed to study whether any activity with the portfolio 

occurred after the six weeks ended. 

Procedure 
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The students chosen for this study were randomly 

selected for the classes by the MacSchool scheduling 

program used by the school administration. The four 

classes were then assigned to a group, two control groups 

(land 2) and two treatment groups (3 and 4). Groups 2 and 

4 were in the first session of the study and groups 1 and 3 

were in the last session. The first session occurred dur

ing the second six weeks grading period of the school year 

and the second session followed during the third six weeks. 

The treatment groups followed the curriculum instrument 

found in Appendix B. The control groups followed the same 

curriculum with one exception, they did not keep a 

sketchbook/journal. Both groups did complete the pre- and 

h at the beginning and end of each post-assessment grap s 

unit of study for data to use in the study. 
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The sketchbook/j ourna l activities inc l uded all aspects 

of the un i t of study . Sketches, vocabular y, responses to 

readings , and responses to reflective type questions 

compri s e the ma j ority of the sketchbook/journals. Students 

were also encouraged to add their own personal sketches 

when they wished and were given opportunities to take the 

sketchbook/journals home for this purpose. 

The students were introduced to the course in general 

on the first day with classroom rules and procedures 

discussed as well as an introduction to the study of this 

research. Permission for the students to participate in 

the study was granted by the school systems ' Director of 

Research and Development, the Coordinator of Instruction, 

and the school principal. Permission letters 

(see Appendix A) were sent home with each student and 

encouraged to be returned as soon as possible. Also 

i ncluded during the first days activities was the 

introduction of the portfolio concept and the sketchbook/ 

j ournal instrument. 

On the second day the students were introduced to the 

routine of creating entries in their sketchbook/ 

j ournals. The students were instructed to retrieve their 

k / at the beginning of each days class and s etchbook journals 

t o begin working on a specific assignment written on the 

chalkboard. The assignment included a reflective question 
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and a related activity to the unit of study. Each student 

in the treatment groups was given their own sketchbook/ 

journal instrument which was stored in file boxes in the 

classroom. 

The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale 

(Piers, 1984) attitude questionnaire was also given on the 

second day for pre-treatment data. The instrument was 

administered according to the instructions in the manual. 

The directions given to the students for the questionnaire 

were read from the directions on the instrument. Student 

questions were answered as they arose and students were 

reminded to try to answer all statements with a yes or a no 

response. The students were also informed that this 

questionnaire in no way affected their grade for the 

course. 

The course was divided into three units of study: 

(a) a Drawing and Drawing Media unit, (b) a Color Theory 

and Impressionism unit, (c) and the Sculpture from Various 

Cultures unit. A pre-assessment survey questionnaire was 

administered the first day of each unit of study. These 

graphed on an assessment chart for a responses were 

pre-assessment graph. Each unit concluded with a 

post-assessment graph. The students were instructed to 

h Category of skills and citizenship and rate respond to eac 

h ·t of study J·ust completed. Each their success int e uni 
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category was explained and discussed f or understanding. The 

student simply placed a dot at the level of success they 

felt they achieved for a specific skill or concept on the 

chart and then created the graph by connecting the dots. 

Students were encouraged to write comments about their work 

on the form. 

The teacher graph was completed after assessing the 

students art work for the unit. The sketchbook/journal 

activities and entries for the treatment group were 

included on the assessment graph. The control group was 

instructed to ignore that category on the assessment graph. 

The two graphs were then examined for extreme differences 

and similarities and notes were kept on specific points for 

each student. 

Specific details of the instructions and procedures of 

the curriculum treatment can be examined more closely in 

the Appendix. The curriculum outline was followed as 

closely as possible. The time allotments given in the 

curriculum treatment for the activities may have varied due 

to the involvement of the students in the study. Extra 

days were added in a few situations in order to complete 

the studio projects in the course. 

At the end of the course, the Piers-Harris 

Self-Concept scale (Piers, 1984) was given again for use as 

post-treatment attitude data. The students were reminded 
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t ha t they had taken the same survey at the beginning of the 

course. The students were given the same instructions as 

before and were encouraged to be truthful in their 

responses to the statements in the survey. The course 

concluded with the students collecting their portfolio and 

its contents and preparing them to take home. 

Approximately 10-12 weeks after the last groups had 

concluded the course, an exit survey was given to each 

student in the study. The survey attempted to solicit 

responses concerning the effect of the portfolio on student 

involvement in the artistic process over a short period of 

time. The survey asked the students questions about 

activity with the portfolio since they left the class and 

about their insights into the use of portfolios as an 

assessment tool. The students responses for this 

instrument are individually unique and should be compared 

carefully with the students other data in the study in 

order to make any interesting observations. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

Introduction 

This chapter contains a summary of the data collected 

by the instruments in this study and tests of the 

hypothesis as well as related questions. The results will 

be analyzed and summarized according to the treatment of 

the data. The exit survey given the students after the 

study concluded will be reported and discussed as anecdotal 

data. 

Summary of the Data 

The raw score data for each of the four groups is 

summarized in several Tables (see Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5). 

One half of the data generated in this study consisted of 

the pre-attitude and post-attitude raw score from the 

Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. The 

pre-attitude survey was conducted during the second and 

third day of the class for each group according to the 

instrument directions. Scores were determined by a hand 

scoring format outlined on each of the survey forms. The 

total possible scores used from this instrument range from 

a low score of o to a high score of 80. At the end of 
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the six week course, the post-attitude survey was simi l arl y 

admi ni s t ered and scored. 

The remaining data in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 was 

pr oduced by the tot a l por tfol i o scor e s for each student . 

This score was determined by the three post-assessment 

graphs compl eted by the s tudent and the t eacher at the 

c l ose of each uni t o f s t udy. The s cor e s from the t hree 

unit graphs we r e combined i nt o a t otal s core f or the 

port fo lio. Both the teacher and student s core are reported 

f or compari son. The minimum score for the portfolio was 0 

and the maximum was 95. 

Tabl e 6 summarizes the combined raw scores for all the 

groups . TABLE 6 

Combined Raw Scores for All Groups 

Pre- Post- Portfolio Portfolio 

Attitude Attitude Student Teacher 

Survey Sur vey Score Score 

Range o f Scores 22-77 27-79 74-95 54-95 

Valid Cases 63 63 52 63 

0 0 11 0 
Missing Cases 

61.333 66.270 89 . 423 83.000 
Mean Score 

65 .0 00 67 . 000 91. 000 85.000 
Medi an Score 

57.000 73 . 000 93 . 000 88 . 000 
Mode Sc ore 

11.146 9 . 706 4.620 8 . 436 
Standard Deviation 



The combined raw scores show a range on the pre-attitude 

survey of 55, while the post-attitude survey range is 52. 

The student portfolio range is 21 and the mean score is 

89.423 compared to a teacher portfolio range of 41 and a 

mean score of 83.000. 
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The final raw data was retrieved from the exit survey 

which was given to the students approximately 12 weeks 

after the last group completed the course. The survey 

asked the students several questions concerning their 

experiences during the portfolio process. Student 

responses to the exit survey are organized by individual 

questions (see Table 7) and are considered anecdotal data 

for this study. 

Each group was given identical questions on the survey 

with the exception of two sketchbook/journal questions 

included in the Group 2 (treatment) survey. Since the exit 

survey was given several weeks after the conclusion of the 

course for the last two groups, five of the students in the 

study did not complete the exit survey due to absences and 

transfers out of the school. Group 1 had 27 students to 

complete the survey while Group 2 had 31 students to 

participate. 

A compilation of the survey results indicate that 74% 

Of 68% f Group 2 students still Group 1 students and o 

possess their portfolios. Those that did not, gave reasons 
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of ei hr losing i t , throwing it away or never having tak n 

heir portfolio a t t he conclusion of the six weeks 

experience . Over 80 % of the students in both groups agreed 

with the question stating the use of a portfolio is a good 

way to j udge what a student has lear ned in a vi sual art 

class . One o f the reas ons most oft e n gi ven f or t his 

opinion about portfolio assessment was the port folio 

all ows s t udent s t o judge their progress in art over a 

period of time. 

The ma j ority of both groups agreed that the portfolio 

asses sment process is different than their other classes, 

but only 16% of Group 2 students would say the portfolio 

ass essment process was a better way of grading than their 

other c l asses. In Group 1 (control group); however, 41% of 

the students thought it was a better method of assessment. 

Two of the concepts and skills students listed as learning 

t hrough the portfolio process were neatness and better 

organi zation i n order to manage their art work more easily. 

Nearly 23% of Group 2 students understand the portfolio 

helps t o gi ve direction on improvements in work and ways to 

compare newer work to previous works. 

In the weeks following the study, 19% of Group 1 

students added artwork to their portfolios, while 13% of 

Group 2 stude nts did so. Of the artwork added, some direct 

connections t o the uni ts taught during the six weeks could 



be found. Several sketches followed the examples done in 

c l ass, while one student added two paper mache sculptures 

influenced from their class projects. 
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Responses concerning the sketchbook/journal 

experiences were included only for Group 2. Approximately 

19% of the responses indicate the sketchbook/journal 

instrument helped them to be organized and to keep their 

sketches and notes in order. A larger portion, 33% of 

Group 2, wrote statements concerning the sketchbook/journal 

activities teaching them about (a) artists and their 

techniques, (b) vocabulary of art, and (c) a way to review 

their previous work and improve on their next works. These 

insights into the purpose of the sketchbook/journal 

activities directly relate to similar responses given by 

students in the California Art Education Association 

Portfolio Pilot Study (CAEA, 1991). 

Analysis of the Data 

Hypothesis: 

Within the portfolio climate of a visual arts 

classroom, students involved in the processes of keeping a 

sketchbook/journal with self-reflective and self-assessing 

types of activities will develop a more positive attitude 

toward learning and themselves. In order to determine if 
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the mean scores on the post-attitude survey of the control 

group were significantly different than those of the 

treatment group, a i-test for independent samples was first 

computed for a 0.05 level of confidence. Table 8 

displays a comparison of the two scores. Ai-value of 0.24 

was calculated, but in order to obtain a significance at 

the 0.05 level of confidence, at-value of 2.000 or greater 

would have been necessary. 

Group 

Control 

Treatment 

TABLE 8 

Mean Post-Attitude Score Differences 

Between Control and Treatment Groups: 

i-tests for Significance of Difference 

Mean Standard i-Value 

Deviation 

66.6071 10.598 

Means 

Difference 

0.24 .6071 

66.000 9.078 

(i) > critical i, Q > o.o 5 , (Q > 2 .000) 

t d for the mean student Additional i-tests were compu e 

h trol and treatment portfolio differences between t econ 

. 'f the mean portfolio scores for the groups to determine i 



control group were significantly different to those of the 

treatment group (see Table 9). A 1-test for independent 

samples was calculated. A 1-value of -.28 was computed. In 

order to ach i eve a signi ficance of 0.05 l eve l of 

confidence, a 1-value equal to or greater than 2.010 would 

have been needed. 
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A s imilar 1 - t est wa s admi nistered for the mean teache r 

por t fol i o scores (see t abl e 10) t o de t ermine i f a 

significa nt difference ex i s t s between the contro and 

t r eatment groups . The teacher portfolio score differ e nces 

yi e l ded a t - va lue of 1 . 40 . order to reach a 

significant level o f confidence , a 1 -value equa to or 

grea ter tha n 2 . 000 wou d be ecessary . 

Accordi ngly , the three t - scores generated for the mean 

dif ferences of the s cores for he cont o ad trea e 

groups does not exh i bit a significant difference . As a 

res ult , this findings do o of er s ppo 

hypothes i s o f t he study . 

to he 

In order to determine a d"ffere ce ex · s for eac 

b the Pre - attitude and pos -at · ude scores , a group etween 

d · the pre - ad pos - a t - test was compute using de 

scores . Tab l e 10 s hows a comparison of the to scores . In 

the 1 - t es t for the Contro Gro P , a 

ca l c ul a t ed . In order to reac a co 

- va e o - . 8 as 

·de ce eve of 0 . 05 , 

a t -value equa l to or greater than 2 . 052 was necessary . 



statistically, a i-value of -4 .1 8 i s reported as an 

absolute value of 4 . 18 and satis f ies the 1 -value ~ 2.0 52 

condition for significance. 

TABLE 11 

Pr e-Attitude Ver s us Post- Attitude Scores of 

Control Group: i - tests for Significance of Differ ences 
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Score Mea n St a ndard t.- Va e Means 

Deviation Di fference 

Pr e -Attitude 62 . 32 14 10 . 598 

- 8 -

Post-Attitude 66.60 71 9 . 078 

( t. ) > cr itic al t. , Q > 0 . 05 , ( > 2 . 052) 

In the 1 - test for the Treatment Group for the 

comparison of pre - attitude and pos -at de scores, 

similar scores resulted. A comparison of he Group 2 

scores is in Table 2 . 

. 285 7 
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TABLE 12 

Pre-Attitude Versus Pos t -Attitude Scores of 

Treatment Gr oup: i - Tests for Significance of Differences 

Score Mean Standard i-Value Means 

Deviation Difference 
Pre-Attitude 60.5429 10.598 

-4.32 -5.4571 

Post-Attitude 66.000 9.078 

(i) > critical i, 2 > 0.05, (Q > 2.042) 

Ai-value of -4.32 was calculated with at-value~ 2.042 

needed for a level of confidence at 0.05. According to the 

conditions of the i-test, the mean score on the 

post-attitude survey for the treatment group is 

significantly different from the pre-attitude survey. 

The two tests for difference of means compared the 

pre-attitude and post-attitude scores for both groups and 

yielded t-values that meet requirements for Q > 0.05. This 

information would indicate a change in student attitudes 

occurred since the beginning of the course; however, the 

Piers-Harris Children ' s Self-Concept Scale Manual warns of 

gains in group mean scores on retest (of up to five points 

on t he total score) . The retest scores for this instrument 

have been found to be consistently higher even when no 



treatment has occurred (Piers, 1984). This would 

necessitate careful interpretation of these t-tests for 

significant difference in the means of the pre- and 

post-attitude survey in regard to support for the 

hypothesis. 
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To be able to determine if any relationship exists 

between the scores generated on the pre- and post-attitude 

instruments and the portfolio scores from the students and 

the teacher, a Pearson Correlation data program was applied 

to the raw scores for each group. 

For Group 1 (see Table 13), the control group, only 

one relationship satisfied the condition for the existence 

of a relationship. The correlation coefficient for the 

post-attitude survey with the pre-attitude survey was 

.8910. In order for the coefficient to be of observed 

significance at the 0.05 level, the coefficient needs to be 

2 ~ .3809. This indicates that a strong relationship does 

exist between the pre- and post-attitude survey for the 

control group. The remaining correlation coefficients 

between the student and teacher portfolio scores with the 

pre- and post-attitude survey did not meet the criteria for 

a significant relationship. 

For Group 2, the treatment group, the correlation 

coefficients (see Table 14) also meet the criteria for a 

. . b tween the pre- and post-attitude relationship existing e 



survey . The coefficient for the relationship between the 

t wo was . 7196. To reach the significance level of 0.05, a 

correlation coefficient of 2 > .3494 was needed. Another 

re l ationship was also found to exist between the student 

generated portfolio score and the teacher generated 

portfolio score. A coefficient of .6949 was computed. To 

meet the criteria for this relationship, a coefficient of 

Q ~ .3809 was necessary for a significance level of 0.05. 

For both groups, however, there was not a significant 

re l ationship between the student generated portfolio score 

and the post-attitude survey. In Group 1, a correlation 

coefficient of .3534 was calculated. A coefficient of 
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Q ~ .4227 was needed to reach the 0.05 level of confidence. 

For Group 2, a correlation coefficient for the relationship 

between the student generated portfolio score and the 

post-attitude survey was computed to be .1557. In order to 

reach a 0.05 level of confidence, the coefficient needed to 

be 2 ~ .3809. 

Summary of Results 

The statistical comparison of the mean scores of the 

two groups on the post-attitude survey yielded data that 

does not support the hypothesis. The two groups did not 

h · t ' 1 d'fference in attitudes at the end of the sow a statis ica i 

Of o.24 did not meet the criteria to course. A ~-value score 

reac h the 0.05 level of significance when i > 2 .000. 
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The comparison of the mean scores of the two groups 

on the student portfolio suggests the treatment did not 

effect a difference in how the students scored their work. 

The two groups did not show a significant difference in the 

student generated portfolio scores. A 1 value of -.28 was 

calculated, but a 1 ~ 2.010 would have been necessary to 

reach a level of confidence of 0.05. 

The comparison of the mean teacher portfolio scores of 

the two groups generated statistical data to suggest equal 

treatment was given in scoring the student portfolios. The 

teacher scores for the two groups did not show any 

statistical difference of any significance. A 1-value 

score of 1.40 was calculated, but a 1 ~ 2.000 would have 

been necessary to reach at 0.05 level of confidence. 

A statistical comparison of the pre-attitude and 

post-attitude scores for each group yielded statistical 

data to support a significant difference. The students 

scores on the post-attitude survey were significantly 

higher than on the pre-attitude survey. For Group 1, a 

1-value of -4.18 was computed. To reach a 0.05 level of 

confidence, a 1-value of 2.052 was needed. A significant 

difference exists between the pre- and post-attitude survey 

F Group 2, a 1-value of -4.32 was for the Control group. or 

1 greater than 2.042 was needed to generated, while a 1-va ue 
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satisfy a 0 .0 5 leve l o f confidence . A significant 

difference ex i st between the pre- attitude and post- attitude 

s urvey for the Treatment group. It must be mentioned that 

the i ncrease from t he pre- to the post-attitude survey 

scores is addressed by the publisher of the Piers-Harris 

instrument . Wi t h t his information, the difference in the 

scor es does not support the hypothesis. 

The s t atis t ical comparison of the post-attitude survey 

wi t h t he student generated portfolio score for each group 

did not yi eld data to support the hypothesis. The student 

self-assessment activities in the portfolio did not effect 

a change in the attitudes for either group. A correlation 

coefficient was computed for Group 1 as .3534. In order to 

reach a level of confidence at 0.05, a coefficient of 2 

greater than .4227 was required. For Group 2, a 

correlation coefficient was calculated at .1557. A 

coefficient of 2 ~ .3809 was needed to reach a confidence 

level at 0.05. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

Assessment in the visual arts is often viewed as a 

highly subjective and difficult process for both the 

student a nd the teacher. The purpose of this study was to 

investigate the effects of portfolio activities on the 

attitudes of sixth grade visual art students. Current 

studies in the field were reviewed and a study design was 

developed. For this study, two variables were involved in 

the design; (a) self-assessment art activities, and (b) the 

self-concept attitudes of art students. The hypothesis of 

the research was to determine whether the self-assessment 

sketchbook/journal activities inherent in the portfolio 

process had a positive effect on the attitudes of the 

students. The study addressed these major questions: 

1. can portfolio assessment activities affect 

student learning and attitudes? 

2. What are the implications of portfolio assessment 

to educators? 



3. What goes in a portfolio and who decides what 

goes in, the student or the teacher? or both? 
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The study involved four groups of sixth grade students 

randomly scheduled for six weeks of a visual art class. 

The groups were comprised of 29 girls and 34 boys from a 

student body of average to above average achievement. The 

six weeks course included self-assessment activities for 

three units of study and an additional sketchbook/journal 

activity for the treatment group. A pre-attitude survey 

was administered at the beginning of the course and again 

at the end. The data was compared for statistical analysis 

to show the effects of the sketchbook/journal activity on 

student attitudes. 

The data was analyzed at a level of confidence of 0.05 

using t-tests for independent samples and tests for 

correlation. For both groups, no significant differences 

exist between their post-attitude scores. The tests for 

correlation support no significant relationship exist 

between the student self-assessment portfolio score and the 

score on the post-attitude survey for both groups. The 

test for significant differences of the scores from 
th

e 

t ·t de survey did exhibit an increase, 
pre- and the post-at i u 

but can be discounted by student familiarity with the 

survey instrument (Piers, 1984). 
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The study should be characterized as an attempt to 

offer statistical information. Its implications to 

educators are important in determining the appropriate role 

art education has in the overall curriculum. An educational 

program in the visual arts that proposes to effect student 

attitudes is of great significance. 

Conclusions 

A review of the literature and this study are the 

basis for establishing conclusions. The current ongoing 

portfolio and self-assessment art studies lack strong 

statistical data for their implications. The portfolio 

assessment process is proven to be statistically reliable 

when rater reliabil ity is established; however, little data 

exist on the effects on student attitudes (Advanced 

Placement Program, 1992). The present study was designed 

to offer literature concerning the effect of portfolio 

activities on student attitudes. 

The major conclusion is the self-assessment 

sketchbook/journal activities did not show significant 

effect on the attitudes of the students. Other conclusions 

are: 

1. The students view of their success in the visual 

art course was higher than the teachers view of the 

d ts evaluation of their artwork 
students success. A stu en 

h . int in their development 
could be skewed higher at tis po 



because the s t udent s have not yet developed more 

appropri a t e, i nte l ligent and sophisticated means of 

self -assessment. 

2. The students responded positively to 

understanding the concept of keeping a portfolio of their 

work . The positive responses to the portfolio process can 

be supported by current studies in the field. 

Recommendations 

The original problem of this study has not been 

resolved, but offers new impetus for future study and 

research. The following recommendations were made as a 

result of this study: 

1. It is recommended that research investigations 

should focus on a longitudinal study that would allow 

sufficient time to further investigate the effects of the 

portfolio process of assessment on students ' attitudes. 

2. Continued research should study the relationship 

of visual arts portfolio assessment and student attitudes 

at other grade levels to determine if developmental stage 

or cognitive ability cause differences in effectiveness. 

3. It is recommended that a greater emphasis in 

future studies be placed on individual self assessment and 

the role this assessment plays in the portfolio process. 

4. It is recommended that the implications in this 

study be made available to visual arts educational 

professionals. 
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TABLE 1 

Subjects by Groups and Gender 

Control Control Treatment Treatment Total 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

Girls 8 6 9 6 29 

Boys 6 8 8 12 34 

Class 14 14 17 18 63 
Total 

Group 
28 35 63 

Total 



Student 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
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TABLE 2 

Raw Scores for Control Group 1 

Pre- Post- Portfolio Portfolio 

Attitude Attitude Student 

Survey Survey Score 

69 72 89 

57 59 90 

66 75 

67 65 91 

63 61 

72 77 92 

72 73 93 

74 76 93 

73 77 

66 73 92 

69 73 95 

67 67 83 

71 73 89 

66 66 

(--) Ind i ca tes incompl e t e 

Teacher 

Score 

73 

90 

82 

80 

89 

94 

85 

88 

77 

82 

84 

92 

94 

90 

da t a 
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TABLE 3 

Raw Scores for Control Group 2 

Pre- Post- Portfolio Portfolio 

Student Attitude Attitude Student Teacher 

Survey Survey Score Score 

15 67 70 87 84 

16 48 66 92 89 

17 57 58 86 

18 64 58 74 80 

19 38 57 93 85 

20 57 61 85 88 

21 61 67 90 86 

22 76 77 93 88 

23 61 74 93 78 

24 22 27 83 74 

25 43 50 94 88 

26 68 73 93 89 

27 62 67 87 73 

28 69 73 81 81 

(--) Indicates incomplete data 
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TABLE 4 

Raw Scores for Treatment Group 3 

Pre- Post- Portfolio Portfolio 

Student Attitude Attitude Student Teacher 

Survey Survey Score Score 

29 49 40 90 87 

30 66 68 90 75 

3 1 71 72 92 81 

32 55 59 92 

33 71 73 87 86 

34 58 68 85 76 

35 68 76 93 89 

36 58 69 84 72 

37 53 58 91 83 

38 60 65 82 

39 71 78 90 68 

40 58 62 87 

41 45 60 95 85 

42 53 60 89 95 

43 67 72 90 90 

61 90 85 
44 61 

70 94 94 
45 68 

( - -) Indi cates Incomplete Data 
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TABLE 5 

Raw Scores for Treatment Group 4 

Pre- Post- Portfolio Portfolio 
Student Attitude Attitude Student Teacher 

Survey Survey Score Score 

46 68 7 1 87 

47 24 64 80 74 

48 74 75 92 84 

49 5 7 64 91 62 

.. 50 66 69 93 92 
" 'I 

5 1 57 59 78 54 ' d 
52 52 61 91 74 

53 67 73 93 93 

54 60 66 91 84 

55 41 37 89 76 

56 65 73 77 

57 55 61 92 84 

58 74 78 91 79 

59 68 71 93 88 

60 67 65 92 88 

67 80 59 
61 58 

90 
57 66 62 

79 92 88 
63 77 

(-- ) Indicates Incomplete Data 
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TABLE 7 

Student Responses for the Exit Survey 

Do you still have 

your portfolio from 

art class? 

Is the portfolio a 

good way to judge 

your progress? 

Group !/Control 

27 Responses 

68% Yes 

32% No 

81% Yes 

19% No 

Is it (different, 52% Different 

better, not as good) 41% Better 

as other classes 7% No response 

What have you 19% Neatness 

learned from 11% Improve drawing 

keeping a portfolio? 6% New techniques 

Have you added to 

you portfolio? 

What have you 

learned from keep

ing a sketchbook/ 

journal? 

Do you still have 

your skchbk/jnl? 

19% Yes 

N/A 

N/A 

Group 2/Treatment 

31 Responses 

74% Yes 

22% No 

84% Yes 

16% No 

65% Different 

16 % Better 

12% No Response 

35% Keeping work 

organized 

23% Compare works 

for improvement 

13% Yes 

19% Organizes work 

33% Artists, 

vocabulary, watch 

improvements 

48% Yes 



Group 

Control 

Treatment 

Table 9 

Mean Student Portfolio Score Differences 

Between Control and Treatment Groups: 

t-Tests for Significance of Differences 

Mean 

89.2174 

Standard 

Deviation 

5.108 

t-Value 

58 

Means 

Difference 

-.28 -.3688 

89 . 5862 4.280 

(i) > critical 1, Q > 0.05, (Q > 2 -0 l 0) 



Group 

Control 

Treatment 

Table 10 

Mean Teacher Portfolio Score Differences 

Between Control and Treatment Groups: 

t-Tests for Significance of Differences 

Mean 

84.6071 

Standard 

Deviation 

5.934 

t-Value 

59 

Means 

Difference 

1.4 0 2.8929 

81.7143 9.898 

(t) > critical t, 2 > 0.05, (2 > 2.000) 
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TABLE 13 

correlation Coefficients for Group 1/No Sketchbook/journal 

Pre-

Attitude Survey 

Post-

Attitude Survey 

Portfolio 

Student Score 

Portfolio 

Teacher Score 

Pre- Post- Portfolio Portfolio 

Attitude Attitude Student Teacher 

Survey Survey Score Score 

1.0000 .8910 .1061 .1840 

1.0000 .3534 .1771 

1.0000 .2804 

1.0000 

Underlined coefficients show some 

evidence of a relationship 

(Gay, 1987) 
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TABLE 14 

correlation Coefficients for Group 2/Sketchbook/journal 

Pre-

Attitude Survey 

Post-

Attitude Survey 

Portfolio 

Student Score 

Portfolio 

Teacher Score 

Pre- Post- Portfolio Portfolio 

Attitude Attitude Student Teacher 

Survey Survey Score Score 

1.0000 .7196 .4124 .2193 

1.0000 .1557 .0782 

1.0000 .6949 

1.0000 

Underlined coefficients show some 

evidence of a relationship 

(Gay, 1987) 
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PERMISSION LETTERS 



To : Students and c ustodi al Par ent or of: Lega l Guardian 

From : Daryle Gr enead 
Vi sual Arts Teacher 
Nor t heas t Middle School 

Re: Consent for Student to Pat· . r icipate in Survey 

I am currently_involved in graduate work for my 
Masters Degree from Austin Peay State University under the 
supervision of Dr. Ann Harris (648-7757)in the Education 
Department. My thesis study centers around the use of 
portfolios in the art classroom and its effects on student 
at titudes about art and themselves. The second and third 
six weeks 6th grade art classes will be part of this 
research study. 

This project focuses on the activities involved 
in a student portfolio and a sketchbook/journal your child 
will keep. The portfolio will contain art works in various 
states and the sketchbook/journal will include class notes, 
sketches, and journal entries dealing with their feelings 
about art, artists, and their own art making. At the 
beginning and end of each six weeks class, each student 
will be administered a nationally used student attitude 
survey, the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. The 
survey ask students to read a statement and reply whether 
it applies to themselves using a yes/no response("I am 
popular " , "I hate school", "I have good ideas", etc). The 
research I am conducting is to compare this method of 
instruction and assessment and its effects on student 
attitudes about art and themselves. 

The responses to the Piers-Harris sur~ey w~l~ be 
confidential and at no time will your child be identified 
nor will anyone other than myself have acc~ss t~ these 
responses. Your child's participation in ~his study is 

ffect on their grade for completely voluntary and has no e . . 
the class. If you need more information about this 

contact me. A complete 
project, please feel free to 11 t'es upon ·1 ble to a par i 
synopsis of the study will be avai a 
completion of the project. 

Daryle Grenead 
Visual Arts Teacher 
Northeast Middle School 

648-5665 (school) 
551-8009 (home) 



I agree to allow my child to participate in this 
study being conducted under the supervision of a faculty 
member of the Department of Education at Austin Peay State 
university. I have been informed that the information from 
the survey used in this study will be confidential and has 
no effect on my childs grade for this class. 

Student Name----------

Parent/Guardian----------

Date _______________ _ 



Graduate and Research Council 
Austin Peay State University 
Clarksville, Tennessee 37044 

Dear Dr. Dillard; 

September 27, 1996 

I have read Mr. Grenead's research proposal and have given my permission for him to 
conduct his work in the Clarksville-Montgomery County School . Please make sure Mr. 
Grenead understands that we receive a copy of hi re earch re ults. I have informed 
Betty Cobb, Director of Instruction and Mr. George Gile of my granting permi ion to 
Mr. Grenead. 

cc: File 
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CURRICULUM TREATM.E 



CLARKSVILLE-MONTGOMERY COUNTY VISUAL ARTS 
CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK 

' :
11·1('j1:'J ,) ,; (D)J~' \DJml)T.'i/ )C,,Jr,;t]~iCQJmJ An Introduc « '.'.):Ji:•\111),1,: IL ,,_r-1\9/lfi!f, /) x:, 

6-8 

•11· • ,•·-~~~'C ?11.1):J( 6-7 days 
tion to Drawing Media and Skills 

:.t:"(0)/s'\1!", /~ : Children need many opportunities to create art. 
Children need many opportunities to look at and talk about art. 

O;:',\,'.fJ~:ic'11~]i:'W'.1,,;~ : Create works in many artforms and art processes 
Use problem-solving skills to produce original works from imagination, 

memory, and observation Experiment and explore with tools and materials 
Discuss art that communicates ideas, feelings, and moods 

)E,\)l;(lt):,~)ri' ©i!")l'.'lf,Ji:l~O~ ©)~' )l-P)~((JX'(~)~fm : 

This unit is designed to create 
opportunities for students to experi
ment and learn about various drawing 
media and the skills needed for each. 
Students are led through a series of 4 
sketches of simple basic still lifes; 
each sketch done in a different me
dium. After each sketch, students are 
asked to reflect on their attempts by 
writing short sketchbook/journal en
tries. The final activity is a draw
ing of a still life of plants where 
each student is allowed to choose a 
medium for a mood they wish to por
tray. Evaluation activities include a 
class critique, reflective questions 
;::anrl c.n+-r;oc: in +-hair -in11rn;::al 

)1V.,()t\'11~):o;;):f JU•>,:11 ,t! : 

Ebony Pencils 
Charcoal Sticks 
Conte Crayon 
Oil Pastels 
White Drawing Pa
per 
Newsprint Paper 
Construction Paper 

Jt~:;1~);~'1):~'.
1)(,t1:j~ijj((~Jgi~~ : 

Discover Drawing 
by Ted Rose 

Understanding Art 

\o/(Q)(C'J•}Jr~l(f/J•>-.}t-:<-\01 : 

contour2-D & 

3-D line 
stroke tone 
value 
positive/ 

Text /negative 
Exploring Art Text hatching 
by blending 
Rosalind Ragens 

Art and Man on 
Edward Hopper 

gesture 

line quality 
line varia
tion 
point of view 
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CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK 
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tion to Drawing Media and Skills 6-8 

tf'.'.«l>li\Ji,/§ : Children need many opportunities to create art. 

6-7 days 

Children need many opportunities to look at and talk about art. 
tu))tt),JJJ1~(~''.1i:1:1C\ffl~ : Create works in many artforms and art processes 

Use problem-solving skills to produce original works from imagination, 
memory, and observation Experiment and explore with tools and materials 

Discuss art that communicates ideas, feelings, and moods 

EVALUATION/ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES: This unit of study has reflective activities 
documented in the students sketchbook/journal occurring at the beginning of each days 
lesson that encourage the student to look at their own work and the work of others. A 
large class critique occurs on the final day when all assignments are complete. 



CLARKSVILLE-MONTGOMERY COUNTY VISUAL ARTS 
CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK 

, .. , ¥P~ ··: 'h,J=:~1~~"i!;~r An Introduc- tN/ " 6-8 
tion to Drawing Media and Skills 

. ',' '-c' "'~' ,~,o~~f:t)))pl~_ll[i : 

6-7 days 

LESSON 1: Introduce drawing to the students by showing a mix of examples of studen 
work and images from textbooks. During the discussion, the elemen t s and princ iples shou l d 
be pointed out as strengths and weaknesses of the observed work. Various med ia shou ld b 
displayed. Students should take notes on the types of media for drawing and the res ults 
each would give. The moods or feelings that these media give to a work should also be 
discussed. 

The students will then be asked to create a "contour" drawing of their shoe using a 
regular pencil. The positioning of the shoe for an interesting "point of view " shou ld be 
discussed, as should the meaning of "contour" lines. Have the students to render the 
"lines" of the sketch as realistically as they can. When the students complete tha t 
sketch, then they should reposition the shoe or combine both their shoes in a more inter
esting and challenging composition. Continue drawing until the last 5-8 minutes. Clean
up drawing materials and store sketches in sketchbook/journal/portfolio . 

LESSON 2: In lesson two, have all students to answer and in their sketchbook /journa l 
entry for today the following questions: Describe working with the pencil for th i s draw
ing and how you were successful or unsuccessful in your attempt to capture your shoe. 

Review the activities and information from the previous lesson as an introductio n for 
today's activities. Show students Ebony drawing pencils and drawings done with them. 
Discuss the results possible. Practice with a simple value scale outline to fill i n with 
heavy dark to light tones using only that pencil. Have still life of simple forms (better 
if all painted white to notice shadows) positioned under a strong light 
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tion t o Drawing Media and Skills 
6- 7 days 

source. Students will do several fast and small sketches moving f r om one pos it i o n to a n 
other. On a larger sheet, have the students to sketch the forms and i nclude as wi de a 
variety of values as possible in the drawing. 

If students finish and choose to do a second sketch, have a s i mp l e p l a nt 
sitting under strong light source for a still life extra. Both sketches can be compl e ted 
with an extra day to work. Continue until the last 5-8 minutes of class time. Clean-up 
drawing materials and store sketches in sketchbook/journal/portfolio. 

LESSON 3: Have all students describe in their sketchbook/journal how the Ebony p en
cil differs in its feel and in its application for creating an image. Do you l i ke it be t 
ter? Why? 

Review the activities from the previous sketch lesson as an introduction 
for today's activities. Have students to observe sketches completed in charcoal and com
pare them to pencil and Ebony pencil and discuss the results of each, particularly to 
their moods. Demonstrate the proper techniques for using charcoal and have the students 
to practice creating lines that change to thicker strokes then transform into wide tona l 
areas. The students should draw basic forms found in paper bags and simple cardboard 
boxes with strong lighting to accentuate the shadows and the forms. Several sketches done 
in short time periods will help reinforce the feeling that sometimes less is better whe n 
showing forms. If the students wish to try the charcoal or conte on a different sti ll 
life, they can sketch another simple plant placed under strong lighting. The sketches 
will need to show both "positive" and "negative space". Parts of the paper should be l e f t 
white to show a full range of tones and values in the sketch. Stop the students the las t 
5-8 minutes of class time and have them to put away their sketches into their sketchbook / 
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tion to Drawing Media and Skills 
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journal/portfolio. 
portfolio. 

Clean-up drawing materials and store sketches in sketchbook/ j o urna l/ 

LESSON 4: To begin this lesson have the students to reflect in their journal o n 
their success in trying to show that "less is sometimes more" when drawing with charc o a l . 

Review the previous days activities and show images that use simple composition (s uc h 
as an oriental screen, a Japanese rock garden, minimalistic sculpture, etc.). Discuss the 
option that color will have on the impact of creating a drawing . Include the feelings a nd 
moods color suggest. Demonstrate the uses of crayons and oil crayons on colored construc
tion paper. Discuss and demonstrate the use of the colored background of the paper as a 
mid-tone and choosing lighter and darker values in oil crayons and crayons to render the 
image. Have the students to sketch in pencil the contours of a simple wooden chair onto a 
mid-tone color of construction paper. The lighter values on the still life should be 
sketched in with lighter values of crayons and oil crayons. The darker values should be 
done in a similar manner. Make sure that the students pay attention to the negative space 
around the chair as well as the positive. If the students finish this sketch quickly, a 
second variation of the chair still life can be prepared. Stop the students 5-8 minutes 
of class time and clean-up drawing materials and store sketches in sketchbook/journal/ 
portfolio. 

LESSON 5: Begin this lesson with the students noting in their sketchbook/journal the 
difference color makes in a drawing. Which mood best suits color usage in a sketch? Re
view of student work by having each student to get out and arrange all of the previous 
sketches attempted with the various media. Allow the students to walk freely abou t and t o 
take 
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their sketchbook/journal with them. Tell them to find a good example of each of the four 
sketches and write down whose they were and why they liked each. 

Discuss some of the choices that the students made and have them defend their choos-
ing of that particular example. Have the students to reflect on their choice personally 
as a favorite medium of the four. Why? Show images of drawings from the texts and from 
other sources that use different media. The students will then discuss the potential ways 
to approach a final drawing. 

Have the students to begin lightly sketching a simple still life made up of a plant 
the students have not seen. The students can be given a choice of white drawing paper, 
newsprint, or construction paper. The choice of drawing medium is limited to pencil, 
Ebony drawing pencil, charcoal, conte, crayons, and oil crayons. This drawing should be a 
more concerted effort by the students to do their very best. This drawing should easily 
require more than one sitting and should show a mood or feeling and be true to the still 
life. 

The class should be stopped about 5 minutes before the end in order to clean-up and 
to put away drawing materials and secure their sketchbook/journal/portfolios. 

LESSON 6: Have the students to complete the following reflective questions in their 
sketchbook/journal: What media did you choose to do this drawing? Why? Did you get the 
results you wanted? Why or why not? If you were to continue drawing on this still life, 
would you change anything? Why or why not? 

The lesson should begin by having the students to quickly review the task at hand and 
begin to work on their plant still life. Students that work faster should be cautioned to 
spend their extra time working on additional drawings using the same media. 
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During the last 10 minutes of class have the students to clean-up and put away draw
ing materials and secure all their sketches and drawings in the sketchbook/journal/portfo
lio. 

LESSON 7: Start the days lesson with an explanation of a group critique and how we 
use critiques to give positive feedback and constructive criticism to ourselves and possi
bly to one another. Explain the specific guidelines for beginners at critiquing, such as, 
to always give positive responses. Have each student to look through their portfolio and 
to pull out and display their strongest work. 

Let the students view the choices and to note in their sketchbook/journal which works 
they think are strongest and one they think is weakest. Give reasons for their choices. 
Begin a class critique session by offering some guiding questions that make students begin 
to compare, analyze media choices, look for moods or feelings and use those responses to 
inspire more questions. 

Conclude the critique session by having each student to mount their strongest work 
and to display the results in a small class exhibit. Include in the exhibit examples 
shown to students and one or more of the objects used in the still lifes. The exhibit 
should show all aspects of the unit of study. 

Students should leave the class being encouraged to continue working and increasing 
the work placed in their portfolios. 
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«'XGlt',JT. , f ~ : Children need many opportunities to create art. 
Children need many opportunities to look at and talk about a rt 

(D))i31J fl~ CC.' '. ll~:JCWo~ : Create works in many art forms and art processes 
Use problem solving skills to produce original works of art f rom i magina tion , 

memory, and observation Use design principles and elements of art in t he i r work 
Prepare and maintain a portfolio of works of art 

JR\)~)T.l~";lf!' (0)1!JJ'E1LJ.m~ «))~ )l/ll~OC~~~ : 
This unit of study centers around 

learning the basic theories behind 
color mixing and the techniques used 
for painting in the "Impressionistic" 
style. The lessons take the students 
through color mixing activities, brush 
techniques, and the evolution of the 
Impressionistic style in the late 19th 
century. The students will examine 
several Impressionist painters and 
study their personal styles. 

Almost every day's activities end 
or begin with a reflective look at 
what has been experienced and learned. 
The unit concludes with a class cri
tique of the students work and a dis
nl~v nf rhPir pffnrr~ 

Jf'lll:")..':11:'):,~r~iot}J ,t~ : 
tempera paint 
brushes 
white paper 
construction paper 
chalk pastels 
oil pastels 
various still life 
items 

):~<J~Yi''l:,:)RIJ~~ijl(i';J~;~ : 

Understanding Art 
pages 216-231 

Exploring Art 
pages 126-127 
page 287 
page 138 

\Vlt)XC}.•\, t' r-' . ' , \ '' : 

compos itio n 
Impress i o nism 
Post- i mpres
sionism 
art moveme nt 
content 
optical col 
ors 
pointill i s m 
color whee l 
primary 
secondary 
intermediate 
tint and 
shade 
complementary 
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{·~.Ul&:lr,hi : Children need many opportunities to create art. 

8-9 Days 

Children need many opportunities to look at and talk about art 
(QJY~Jn~~~~x~m~ : Create works in many art forms and art processes 

Use problem solving skills to produce original works of art from imagina tion , 
memory, and observation Use design principles and elements of art in their work 

Prepare and maintain a portfolio of works of art 

J.~V&,~]Jh,".J.l'J.(QJ~/M~JK~~~mrr );~te!~U:VJC"E'X~~ : This unit has several production type activities wher e 
students learn and practice color theory, painting techniques, and art movements. Each 
activity concludes with journal/sketchbook entries that ask the student to consciously re
flect on their efforts and discoveries during that activity. The final assessment activity 
is an individual and class critique session with all the works from each student. Acri
tique lesson should be scheduled before the start of this unit. 
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8-9 Days 

LESSON 1: Introduce the vocabulary of color and have the students to take notes in 
their sketchbook/journals. Use Understanding Art textbook pages 2-3 to examine and dis
cuss the color wheel and the relationships colors have to each other. Discuss primary, 
secondary, and intermediate colors on the color wheel. 

Demonstrate to the students how to use the tempera paint to mix variations of colors 
to get tint and shades as well as changing the intensity of a color. Demonstrate on 6 X 9 
sheets mixing variations. Explain to the class that they will practice tomorrow color 
mixing and tints and shades by painting 6 different sheets of paper in as many different 
color combinations as possible. 

Also, introduce the students to the "art movement" of Impressionism. Use Under
standing Art textbook pages 216-231 for reading material on Impressionism. Have the stu
dents to read specifically from page 217 and to write down characteristics of this style. 
Give the students some background information on the discovery of the camera and the im
provement of paint now available in tubes to the artists. 

LESSON 2: Begin this lesson with a quick review of the vocabulary and concepts dis
cussed in the previous lesson on color theory and Impressionism. Also review painting 
tips for using tempera paint and brushes. Have the students to get out their 6 sheets (6 
X 9) and double check for their name on the back. Direct the students to paint the sheets 
in as many unique and different colors as possible. Make sure that they stay away from 
"pure" colors that do not require any tinting or shading. The object of the exercise is 
to experiment in mixing colors together. 

As students complete each sheet, they should document in their sketchbook/journal how 
they are creating each color and comments about each. Place the wet sheets on a drying 
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rack. Continue working until the last 5-8 minutes of the class. Have the students to 
follow directions for cleaning out paint trays and paint brushes and to return all sup
plies to their original places. Any student that did not complete all 6 sheets will still 
be able to complete those during the next lesson. 

LESSON 3: Begin today's lesson with a review of their painted sheets and make an en
try in their journal, commenting on their best sheet and why? 

Continue the lesson with a review of color vocabulary. Before students begin to 
finish their 6 sheets, a discussion of the Impressionist movement and an examination of 
their brushstrokes is necessary. Using the images in the Understanding Art textbook and 
the Exploring Art textbook on Impressionism, give the students information (notes in their 
sketchbook/journal) about the changes taking place during the early and mid-19th century 
in the world and its impact on this new art movement. Have the students to complete their 
6 sheets by going back into them and experimenting with various types of Impressionistic 
brushstrokes on top of their original color. 

Have the students to again, clean up around 5-8 minutes before the end of class. Any 
student not finished with their 6 sheets today should finish them as soon as possible be
fore moving on to the next lesson. 

LESSON 4: Introduce Henri Matisse and his paper cut outs by viewing reproductions of 
his work and examining images in the Understanding Art, Exploring Art, and Arttalk text
books. Read his bio in the Exploring Art text. Add that later in life Matisse became 
bedridden and changed his style of painting to accommodate his illness. He began having 
assistants to paint large sheets of paper that he then cut out images and arranged them 
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together into larger compositions. He called this "drawing with scissors". 
Have the students to pull out their 6 sheets they have painted. Ask them to examine 

them for textures, and color groupings. Instruct the students to create a collage of 
shapes that they cut from their 6 painted sheets. The students should sketch ideas for 
the image in their sketchbook/journal but create this collage on construction paper. They 
may use a background that is neutral or complementary with their other colors. The as
signment should be left open for creative ideas to direct the subject of the collage. 
Skills involved in cutting and gluing painted paper should be discussed. If the students 
finish this assignment quickly, a second collage should be assigned making it an improve
ment of the first collage. 

LESSON 5: Begin today's lesson with a journal entry that has the students 
to write about their collage they have created/or are creating. Ask the students to dis
cuss why certain sheets were used for certain parts of the collage image. Include any 
references to the Impressionists studied in class. 

Introduce to the students Edgar Degas and his Impressionistic images of ballet danc
ers by using the Understanding Art textbook, pages 224 and 239. Have them to examine the 
strokes used in the two images, then read the description of the medium he used. Explain 
to the students that artists did not always use paint as a medium. Drawing pencils, 
chalk, and oil crayons were used mostly for quick sketches for later works. The students 
should be taking notes in their sketchbook/journals. 

Have the students to quickly sketch onto a dark sheet of construction paper a still 
life of simple geometric forms with a strong light source. Then using oil crayons and 
pastels, quickly "paint" the image with impressionistic types of strokes. Special atten
tion should be given interpreting which colors to use in which combination, especially 
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when dealing with light and dark values. The students can examine closely reproductions 
of Impressionistic painters in order to help understand how those artists dealt with spe
cific color problems. 

The class should be reminded to try to work quickly on this activity. 

LESSON 6: At the end of the class, have the students to put away any supplies and to 
clean up their areas. In their sketchbook/journal, have them to reflect on using oil 
crayons as opposed to paint. How do oil crayons compare with paint in creating Impres
sionistic strokes? 

Introduce today's lesson with a look at Claude Monet's work. As students take notes, 
view images where Monet painted the same subject in many different ways. Discuss with 
students objects or places they have seen look differently at different times of the day. 
Also show works by Vincent Van Gogh, Georges Seurat, and other Post-Impressionists. Have 
the students to read the information in their texts on this art movement and to examine 
the moods in these works. 

Discuss with students how the Post-Impressionists movement evolved out of the Impres
sionist style. Also discuss how the moods and feelings in these works were achieved by 
these artists. As the class discusses this, ask them to document in their journals the 
various moods they have during an average school day. Instruct the students to briefly 
sketch or describe the instant these feelings were felt, what caused them, where you were, 
what was there, etc. After doing this for a few minutes, instruct the students to take 
down the following notes. 
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The students wi ll work on a sketch from a still life either provided in the art room 
or from a sketch they prepar e outs i de of class. The sketch should show a moment in time 
where a specific emotion was felt . If the sketch is from the still life provided in 
class, then the feel i ngs p r ojected at that moment in the class should be noted. The 
sketch wi ll be t r ansferred t o a l arger sheet of wh i te paper. The students should then 
study all their notes and work of Impress i on i s t ic and Post-Impressionistic artists in 
order t o app l y t heir own sty le to t h i s p ai nti n g . The medium for the work can be tempera 
pa i n t , pastel s , o il crayons, o r a combi nation t hereof . 

St ude nt s will b e allowe d 2- 3 days to work o n t he i mage and are encouraged to try 
mor e than one s o l u tio n f o r t h e a ssignments s uccess ( r eme mbe r Monet' s work). 

LESSON 7 AND 8: Start the lesso n with a quick rev iew a nd d i scussion of the assign
me n t given and begin passing out materials . Encoura ge f ast ske tches and choosing their 
me d i um/ s qu ickly. Those students t hat choose t o s ketch from t he still life should be 
giv en a still life that includes a person , plant materials , a nd/or structural elements 
s uc h as f u rniture . Students s hould begin sketc hing t heir i mages and painting them in. 

As the students work over the nex t 2 day s , enco urage them t o review their notes and 
j ou rnal entries concerning brus h strokes , painting sty les , a nd color theor y. During the 
last 5-8 minutes of each day , hav e the students to clean u p t heir areas and secure their 
wor k f o r d r y i n g . 
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LESSON 9: Begin th i s f i nal day with each student logging in their journal their 
comments on their work for that day and to document their efforts with this assignment. 
Does my work show any inf l uences of other a r tists? Am I conveying any feelings or emo
tions in my work? How? Are my choi ces f o r co l ors working? 

Each student should t he n pull out a ll t he work they have done on Impressionism in the 
previous les sons. As k t he stud e n t s t o rev iew t he i r wor k and to place an entry in their 
journal that reflects on what t he y h a v e learne d du ri ng t h i s un i t of study and whether they 
f e el the y have been successf u l o r no t . 

Ha v e each student to p l a ce t heir final work o n t he boar d. Next, documenting in each 
students s ketchbo o k, hav e the class to choose t h r ee wor ks from t he group, one for the most 
I mpression istic , one for t he most i n teres t ing , and one f o r t he mood portrayed. Lead the 
c l ass i n a di s cuss i on of t he ir cho i ces . Ask t he stude nts t o vo l unteer to critique one of 
t heir own works . Some s tude nts will not be comfor t a b le do i ng t h i s in front of a group, so 
on l y volun teers are recomme nded . As the s tuden t s critique , remi nd them of the 4 areas 
involved in crit i qu i ng ; d escription , analysis , i n t erpretation, a nd judgement. 

Conclude the d iscussion with a class d i splay of the work, c hoos i ng selected work from 
all students s howi ng e xamples of al l lesson activities , incl udi ng crit i ques. 
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((.?fOJ..•~J,h~ : Children need many opportunities to create art. 
Children need to become aware of their art heritage and art in their lives 

ait1.,-;,·r1;1~·'.!l.'.f'i,f~!1 : Identify art created by peop l e from different cultures 
Recogn i ze that art reflects characteristics of different periods in history 

Use problem-solving ski ll s t o produce o ri g inal works of art from imagination and observation 
Experime nt and e xp l o re with t ool s a nd materi a l s a nd demonstrate intermediate craftsmanship 

Th is unit o f study is designed to 
l ook at 3 sculptural activ ities b o r 
r owed from t h e Ancient Eg y ptians , the 
African Cultures , and Pop Art creators 
of the 6 0 's . Students will experiment 
with clay, cardboard construction , and 
paper mache in creat ing an Eg ypt ian 
cartouch e , an African abstract mask , 
a nd a Pop art word sculpture . Th 
students will also keep notes and 
s ketches in their sketchbook/journals 
as well as dail y reflective questions 
concerning their work . The final ac 
tiv ity of the unit is to have the stu
d e nts to write a critique o f their 
wor k and others . 

. .... ~. ~y 

clay 
clay materials/ 
tools 
ki l n 

ardboard 
utility knife 
masking tap 
newspaper 
paper mache past 

a paint 
ushes 

r finishing 
spray 
s ponges and rags 

1_... ,,, ~1 .J~~:~r~x,~~ ! 

Understanding Art: 
pages 54-57 

Exp l o r ing Art: 
pages 226-227 

Art & Man: 
Is sue on 
Afr ican Art 

Art & Man: 
Is sue on Pop 
Art & Andy 
Warho l , oth 
ers 

WOC~1\,: 1li!"-,l,~\ l(,t \0( : 

3-D 
form 
clay 
slip 
score 
coil, slab 
kiln 
texture 
construct 
armature 
paper mache 
embellish 
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11 + Days 

Children need to become aware of their art heritage and art in their lives 
«ll}'.\;Jrn':te'J1~ :1C\ffi~: Identify art created by people from different cultures 

Recognize that art reflects characteristics of different periods in history 
Use problem-solving skills to produce original works of art from imagination and observation 
Experiment and explore with tools and materials and demonstrate intermediate craftsmanship 

)'.:1;\\J/~;jC,Wt;.,~K.':ir:OJ~/J&,m~l~:~riJMO?;W.ll' Jh-~~n'I'WX'T.XW.~ : This unit of study has reflective activities 
documented in the students sketchbook/journal occurring either at the beginning of each 
days lesson that encourage the student to look at their own work, the work of others. A 
class critique occurs on the final day whe n all assignments are complete. 
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LESSON 1: Introduce the unit by asking the students to note in their sketchbook / j o ur 
nals responses to various images shown to them from different cultures across the wor l d 
and history. These can be posters, slides, or images in textbooks. Discuss with t he 
class how they know what cultures have created what sculpture. Encourage students to note 
what sculpture they notice in their own community as a homework assignment. 

Have the students to study pages 54-57 in the Understanding Art text on Ancient Egyp
tian art. Pass out a handout showing Egyptian heiroglyphics and how these characters c r e
ated a language. Introduce the word "cartouche" as a signature marking. Using clay, 
demonstrate how markings were made and what a cartouche would look like. 

Instruct the students to briefly think of the cartouche they would make that was 
there own signatures. Have them to sketch out the shape of the characters and to plan 
their placement and size. Each cartouche should have a connected ring for hanging around 
the neck or on a wall. Pass out small portions of clay to the class have them to start. 
Work until 5-8 minutes before the end of class. Any completed assignments should be 
placed out to dry. Those not ready should be kept in an air tight bag until a later work 
time. Clean-up and put away projects and supplies during the last 5-8 minutes of class. 

LESSON 2: Begin this lesson by reviewing Egyptian forms of sculpture. In the stu
dents sketchbook/journal, have them to write down what sculptures they feel represent 
their time in history and why. Discuss their responses and lead into a discussion of why 
clay was used by many cultures for sculpture. 

Introduce African art to the class by viewing, reading excerpts, and discussing the 
Art and Man student art magazine. Discuss with the students the connections with the 
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earth, geometry and their culture. Have the students to take notes and watch a brief 
demonstration of making a three-dimensional African style tribal mask. 

Give the students clay and an assignment to create their own mask form as they ob
served but make it personal to the students. Also encourage students to be creative in 
solving problems that arise during construction. Since some students will barely get 
started on this ass i gnment, have them to carefully store their clay work to prevent dry
ing. Clean-up and put away projects and supplies during the last 5-8 minutes of class. 

LESSON 3: Begin this lesson with a r eview of African art styles and how it may influ
ence their des ign, Should it ? Remind the s tuden ts to ask for assistance in the under
standing of the ass i gnme n t and have t he studen t s to go to work. 

As t e chn i ca l problems a rise in t he bu ilding p r ocess, e ncourage the students to ac
cept t hem as challenges . Assi s t the s t ude nt on l y i f needed. Monitor their work and as 
they proceed. Near the end o f c l ass, remi nd t he students they will have another day to 
work o n t hi s p r o j ec t . Clean-up a nd s t o re pro j ects dur i ng t he last 5-8 minutes of class. 

LESSON 4: Toda y 's lesson beg ins with a sketc hbook/ j ournal entry asking the students 
t o r e s pond t o what t he y hav e f o u nd t o be prob lems wor k i ng wi t h clay. Discuss their re
sponses a nd d irect any a dditional i n f o rmation needed t o be noted in their sketchbook/jour
na l . Cont inue wor k i ng o n t he mas ks d uring t h e rema inde r o f th i s lesson. Remind the stu
dents t hat t hey will deco rate t he mas k s after firi ng i n several days. As students complete 
the pro ject, d irec t t he m t o c arefu ll y store t h e m f o r d r y i ng and remind them they are not 
t o touch t he m t o prevent breakage . 
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Clean-up the last 5-8 minutes of c l ass. Place any tools/materials in their proper 
storage areas and secure t heir portfol i o a rt ic l es. If ther e are large numbers of students 
stil l needing t i me to work, another stud i o day may be inserted here. Students that finish 
ear ly can be e ncou r aged t o s ketch t heir scu l p t u r a l mask and plan for a color treatment. 

LESSON 5: Ha v e the s t udents t o b e g i n t his less on with a reflection on their two clay 
a s signme n ts . Ha v e t h e stude nts t o respond t o ques t i ons that a sk for positive comments, 
c o nstruc tiv e impr ov ement s u g g e st i ons , and conne c tions between t heir current day culture 
and t he ir c lay scu l p tures . 

I ntroduc e t h e ne x t a rea of study by elic itin g r e sponses abou t Ameri can culture. Has 
i t cha nge d ove r ou r h isto r y? Why? Wha t comes t o mi nd when y ou thi nk of the 60 ' s in Ameri-
can c ultu r e? Ha v e t he studen ts t o read e xcerp ts , v iew t he i mage s , and discuss the 
Art a nd Ma nn issue on Pop Art featuring Andy Warhol . Discu s s wi th t he s t udents the impact 
the mass me d ia had on t he popu lation . Introd uce Robert Ind i ana ' s "Love" sculpt ure and 
o t he r related work as one artists response to t he worl d a r o u nd him . 

Discu ss h is use of words to c reate an art work . As k the s t udents to l i st words they 
t h i nk would make good sculptures in toda y 's time . Also s how i mages o f t he Vi e t Nam Ve t er
an s Wall where names were used in a sculpture to place a d ynami c i mpact on t he viewer. 

For t he remainder of the class , have students to be g i n wor k on sketches and patterns 
f o r a "word/name" sculpture . Students may use stencils if t he y wi s h t o creat e their pat
tern . During t he last 5 - 8 minutes of class , have t he students t o c lean-up and secur e any 
s upplies and materials . 
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LESSON 6: Introduce today's lesson with a demonstration of the steps involved in us
ing their patterns created in the previous lesson. The students should trace their pa t 
terns onto flat cardboard twice. The two pieces will then be cut out with a utility 
knife. Demonstrate safe use of the knife and good cutting skills for cardboard. Have the 
students to take notes in their sketchbook/journal during the demonstration. 

Start the class working and encourage group efforts to assist each other if they no
tice someone having problems. Monitor the use of the utility knifes carefully and allow 
no horseplay! Have the students to secure their patterns and their cardboard forms in 
their portfolio for storage. 

Clean up the last 5-8 minutes of class and secure all supplies/materials and portfo
lio items. It would be important to carefully count the return of the utility knifes be
fore dismissing the class. 

LESSON 7: Have students to begin this lesson with a sketchbook/journal entry of 
notes on forming the connecting strips to the 2 word shapes cut out in the previous les
son. Emphasize that the 3-dimensional form they are constructing is an armature. Discuss 
other examples of "armatures" that are supporting structures, such as, steel beams in a 
skyscraper, bones in a person's body, etc. The students will need at least 2 class meet
ings of studio time to catch up to this point in construction. 

Emphasize the strength of the structure and the form created. Monitor and again en
courage group help if necessary or needed. Clean up and secure all projects , supplies, 
materials and portfolio items. 
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LESSON 8: Start this class with a sketchbook/journal entry addressing the q ues tions 
of their work on their word sculpture compared to what Robert Indiana had in bu ild i n g his 
" love'' sculpture. In the next stage of the sculpture, students will begin apply ing a 
simple paper mache/newspaper coating over the sculpture. Introduce this lesson with a 
demonstration of paper mache application. Discuss the correct and incorrect ways of 
application and the effects each demonstrates. Emphasize that the surface can have a t ex
ture treatment if so desired. The students should take notes in their sketchbook / 
journal of the demonstration and the discussion. 

Start the class working on the paper mache application of their sculptures. Monitor 
their progress and check their sketchbook/journals for specific entries. As the students 
begin to complete the coating of paper mache, care should be given to proper storage o f 
wet projects. If students complete working earlier than others, have them to assist 
others or to begin a sketch of how they want to paint their completed word sculpture . 
Have them to notice the two differing treatments Robert Indiana put on two of his " love " 
sculptures. Does each give a different feeling or mood? Does your sculpture need a 
specific type of paint treatment. 

Clean-up the last 5-8 minutes of class and secure all projects, materials, suppl i es, 
and portfolio items. 

LESSON 9 and 10: Begin todays lesson by having the students to get out all thr ee 
of their sculptures, the cartouche, the clay bowl, and the word sculpture. Discuss 
surface treatments for the sculptures using tempera paint. Demonstrate how to rub pa i n t 
in and create layers of transparent colors as well as solid blocks of color. Discuss the 
mood the sculpture needs. Have the students to keep notes in their sketchbook/ j ournal. 
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After the students have made some decisions about coating the ir sculptures , t hey may be
g i n painting. Encourage careful thought to underlying color s and drying time before sec
o n d coating or layering colors. Also emphasize cleanliness wi t h paint i ng on such large 
sculpt ures. 

As the students begin to work, monitor their progress and have them to wor k 
carefully. Clean-up the last 5-8 minutes of class. Secure all wet projects in a d ry 
storage area and all supplies, materials, and portfolio items in their respective p laces. 

Two days are alloted for the painting of all 3 projects, but more can be added if 
necessary. 

LESSON 11: Have the students to begin this lesson displaying their finished 
cartouche, mask, and word sculpture. With their sketchbook/journal in hand, have them to 
travel around the room and to write down any interesting sculptures some of the other 
students in class created. Then have them to go back to their work and to critique t heir 
three as a body/collection of work on sculpture. The critique should address what is 
good about the work and give constructive steps to take in order to make improvements in 
their work. 

After ample time is given to the students for this reflective moment, a class 
discussion should begin concerning the display of sculptures sitting around the room. 
Encourage the students to remember to look at these sculptures and creations reflect ing 
their own culture. Have you been successful? If so, how? Can there be improvemen t s ? 
What would your next sculpture be if you were to start on it next week? 

Conclude the unit of study and this lesson by creating an exhibit of the comp l e ted 
work. 
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Name--------Class Period ------Date ____ _ 

oirections: ~ead the following 
and drawing media. Answer with 

st
atements about drawing 

circling your choice. a YES or NO response by 

Experience in Drawing and Drawing Media 

1 When I draw, I use a special drawing pencil. YES NO 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

I have drawn with charcoal sticks before. YES NO 

I have used oil pastels in drawings before. YES NO 

I try to show shading when I draw things. YES NO 

I keep all my drawings in a folder/sketchbook. YES NO 

Drawing and Observation Experience 

pictures or the comics. 
I usually draw by looking at YES NO 

I sometimes 
will try to draw objects from real 

life. 
YES NO 

When I draw, I can make objects appear 3-dimensional. YES NO 

I 
te or remember seeing. 

I try to draw objects that crea YES NO 

communication in Drawing 
f 1· gs or moods. 

10 Sometimes, my drawings show ee in YES NO 

. tell a story about something. 
11 My drawings sometimes YES NO 

C

omments about your drawing expe

Please feel free to write 
riences and abilities: 
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Name _______ _ Class Period ------ Date ____ _ 

oirections: Read the foll • • · owing statem 
painting and Impressionism W. ents about color, · n.te out y 
circle your YES/NO response . our answers and according to your answer. 

Prior Knowledge of Color h T eory 

1 I know what the 3 primary colors are. 

2 I can name the 3 secondary colors. 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

3 I know why orange is between red and yellow on 

the color wheel. 
YES NO 

4 I can name the neutral colors. YES NO 

5 I know the opposite color of red. 
YES NO 

6 I know how to tint and shade a color. YES NO 

Prior Knowledge and Skills in Painting Techniques 

7 I know the correct way to clean and store brushes. YES NO 

8 I like to paint in big flat areas of color. 
YES NO 

9 My paintings show different kinds of brushstrokes, YES NO 

10 I have experimented by painting with objects other 
than a paint brush, such as a sponge, a 

st
ick, etc. YES NO 

Knowledge of Impressionism 

11 I am familiar with the Impressionist style of p~~~ting~O 

. done by van Gogh or 
12 I am able to pick out a painting YES NO 

Renoir. t your painting ex-
Please feel free to write comments aboU 

periences and abilities: 
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Name-------- Class Period ______ Date 
oirection_s: Read the following statements -----about sculp-
ture media and sculpture from various c lt . u ures. Answer 
with a YES or NO response by circling your cho ' w •t . ice. ri e 
any comments you wish to make on the back of th i s paper. 

Experience with Sculpture Ma t eri al s 

1 I have created objects from artis t s c l ay . YES NO 

2 I can build 3-dimensional ob j ec t s i n c l ay . YES NO 

3 I have created a sculpture us ing paper mache before . 
YES NO 

4 I have tr i ed t o build or construct 3- dimensiona l ob j ects 
wood, etc . 

out of other mater i a l s like cardboard , wire, 
YES 0 

5 

6 

Skills and Techniques of Clay and Paper Mache 

s trongly j oin two pieces of clay together . 
I know how t o YES 

When I create an object with clay, it does not fa ll YES 

apart. 

0 

0 

Used a b
ox cutte r type knife to cut cardboard 

I have YES 0 
7 
befor e. 

che to a sculp-
8 I know how to correctly apply paper ma YES o 

ture. 

Knowledge of .Anci ent cultures 

· civilization . 
9 I have studied the a nc i ent Egyptian YES NO 

0 
native cul ture . 

10 I have s t udi ed the Afri can 

YES 

. an culture during the 

11 
. wi'th the A.meric YES NO 

I am familiar 
1960 ' s. 
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Vi sual Art Student S urvey Formic 

Narne _______________ Date 

--------
1 Do you still have your p tf 1· or O io of art work from your 

six weeks in art class?-------------------
If no, explain why not? __________________ _ 

2 Do you think that keeping a portfolio of your art work 

is a good way to judge what you have learned in art? Why? 

3 Compare keeping a portfolio in art class to how you 

are graded in your other classes? Why? (circle 1) 

Different from other classes 

Better than other classes 

Not as good as other classes 

4 What were some of the things you learned by keeping a 

portfolio of your art work?----------------

5 any additional artwork to your portfo
Have you added 

lio? If yes, what? 



Vi s ua l Art Student Survey Forrn/T 
Narne _______________ Date 

-------
1 Do you still have your tf · por olio of art work from your 

six weeks in art class?-----------------

I f no, explain why not? ----------
2 Do you think that keeping a portfolio of your art work 

is a good way to judge what you have learned in art? Why? 

3 Compare keeping a portfolio in art class to how you 

are graded in your other classes? Why? (circle 1) 

Different from other classes 

Better than other classes 

Not as good as other classes 

4 What were some of the things you learned by keeping a 

portfolio of your art work?----------------

5 Of the things you learned by keeping a 
What were some 

sketchbook/journal?--------------------

6 Do you still have Y
our sketchbook/journal? 

artwork to your portfo-
7 additional Have you added any 

/
. rnal? If yes, what? 

lio or your sketchbook JOU • 
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AUSTIN PEAY STATE UNIVERSITY 

CHECKLIST FOR RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN 
SUBJECTS 

TITLE 

FUNDING SOURCE 

PRINICIPAL INVESTIGATOR 

DEPARTMENT 

SPONSOR 

An Exploratory Study of 
Self-Reflective Portfol' 
Activities and Their Ef~~ct 
on Student Attitudes 

Personal 

Daryle Grenead 

Education 

Dr. Ann Harris 

1. Give a brief description or outline of your research 
procedures as they relate to the use of human subjects. 
This should include a description of the subjects 
themselves, instructions given to them, activities in which 
they engage, special incentives, and tests and 
questionnaires. If new or non-standard tests or 
questionnaires are used, copies should be attached to this 
form. Make notation if the subjects are minors or 
"vulnerable" (i.e. children, prisoners, mentally or 
physically infirm, etc.). 

This study focuses on the use of portfolios and 
sketchbook/journals in a sixth grade visual arts class at 
Northeast Middle School in Clarksville, Tennessee. The 
portfolio activities used in this research have been 
modeled after those used in the Arts Propel study currently 
in its fifth year in the Pittsburgh City Schools. Th~ 

. d the Educational 
Harvard Graduate School's ProJect Zero an 

. h th Pittsburgh Schools to 
Testing Service have worked wit e h . f f assessment forte 
develop and test alternative orms O 

.• 

visual arts classroom, music, and creative wr~t~n?· 
hb ok/J'ournal activities are 

The portfolio and sketc O 
. • • three "units" . lum divided into 

woven into a six weeks curricu . d' color theory and 
of • · 1 d drawing me ia, study (drawing skil s an f m different 
Impressionism and a study of sculpture r

0
. 11 be subjected 

1 
' the students wi 

cu tures). During the course 



to the normal art r oom act i vit' 
. ies. The onl d'f the students in the study will b Y 1 ference is 

several "sel f -reflective " quest·e asked to respond to 
. ions about th . 

their experiences during class . . eir work and 
room activities 

A pre- and post-assessment . · . . instrument i • 
each unit. As in the Arts Propel d s given for 
journal is kept by each student dmo_el, a sk~tchbook/ 

1 d . uring the six weeks Th 
course cone u es with a final portf 1 . . · e 

. . 0 10 review and 
self-assessment activity by the stud t . 

en· The Piers Har · children's Self-Concept Scale will be elm ' . - ris 
. a inistered pre- and 

post-treatment to give data for comparis d . . on an analysis 
with the portfolio generated data. 

Several instruments are needed to or · . . ganize and collect 
data during the po~tfolio experience for each student. A 
simple sketchbook/Journal instrumentfor each student in the 
experimental group has been designed from professional 
sketchbook models found in art supply stores. Each page i n 
the sketchbook/journal is divided into spaces for 
notetaking, sketching, and reflective writings. The 
post-assessment instruments have been designed from the 
examples developed by teachers in the Arts Propel study. 
Price (1992) along with others, developed a line graph 
charted by both teacher and student according to levels of 
performance on specific criteria of a project. A similar 
graph instrument was developed to pre-assess the students 
knowledge and experience in each of the three units of 
study. A final questionaire/survey will be given that is 
similar to the exit survey used in the California Art 
Education Association Pilot Study, a similar portfolio 
assessment project. . . . 

Because of the necessity to note daily interactions 
common in a portfolio situation, a teacher assess~ent 
journal will be kept and will include dialogues ~1th 

students, critiques, and rolling interviews. This 
f d t for the teacher's instrument will provide a variety o a a 

final 
assessment graph in the portfolio. 

2. Does this research entail possibl~ risk to th 
. 1 or social harm to e 

psychological, legal, physica' have been taken to 
subjects? Please explain. What_s~eps have been made to 
min imize these risks? What pro~isionds rofessional 
· ·1·ties an P i nsure that appropriate faci i d afety of the 
attent ion necessary for the health an_l~ ed? 
subjects are available and will be uti iz · 



This r esearch does not . pose any fo 
student s during t he ir classro .. rseeable harm to th 

I
. om activit · e 

sket chbook Journa l ac t ivities t ies. The portfolio/ 
. · 1· a tempt to l responsibi ity for learning b . Pace more 

. Y teaching std 
to assess t heir own work and th u ents the skills 

. " e work of oth "reflective types of questio ers. The ns asked dur· 
ses sions ask the students to a ing the journal ssess their t. . 
and their growth over several 1 ar istic skills 
t he course of the six weeks Trhe ap~ed activities during 

· e iers H · 
self-Concept Scale is a widely u d - arris Children's 

se student attit d 
survey. It has been studied by the N h . u e , · ort east Middle 
schools guidance counselors and de d . . . eme to be appropriat 
The administration and the guidance t ff e. s a at my school will 
be kept abreast of all classroom act· ·t· . ivi ies. The 
sketchbook/Journals and other document d d . . s use uring the 
research will be kept confidential between the student and 
the teacher. 

3. The potential benefits of this activity to the 
subjects and to mankind in general outweigh any possible 
r i sks. This opinion is justified by the following reasons: 

The Arts Propel project views the instruction in the 
classroom as making the students active learners and 
helping them to understand that making art is not only for 
the gifted few. In this study, the student assumes three 
roles in the classroom; the producer of work, the perceiver 
of the work, and reflector of the work and the art-making 
process. These activities encourage higher levels of 
thinking. 

In the California Art Education Association's Pilot 
Study of portfolio assessment in the visual art classroom, 
t he teachers noted that keeping a sketchbook or journal ~as 
important in understanding the steps in a students creative 
process and progress. The teachers in the study fou nd d 
that the portfolios demonstrated to parents, tea~hers, an 
administrators the holistic aspect of art education . 

• · t · ng and reading 
promoting thinking problem-solving, wri i . 

skills as well as ~he visual arts skills in drawing, 
painting, and sculpture(CAEA, 1991). 

t be obtained 
4· Will legally effective, informed con~en 
from all subjects or their legally authorized 

representative? 



The enclosed letter will beg · 
iven to each of the students on the first day of class. A f' 

letters will be kept in the classro d i~e of the consent 
om uring the study. 

5. W~lld!heHcon~id:~~iality/anonymity of all subjects be 
maintaine. ow is is accomplished? (If not, has a 
formal release been obtained? Attach.) 

(a) If data will be stored by electro· d' 
. nic me ia, what 

steps will be taken to assure confidentiali't 1 . 
. y anonymity? 

(b) If ~ata will be stored by non-electronic media, 
what steps will be taken to assure confidentiality/ 

't? anonyrni Y· 

Yes! The students involved in this study will not be 
referred to in the research by their name, but as an alias. 
The responses and thoughts the students write during their 
sketchbook and journal activities will remain private 
between the teacher and the student. 

The assessment data will be kept on the assessment 
charts for each student and on computer files accessible 
to only the investigator. The Piers-Harris Self-Concept 
scale will also be unaccessible to anyone except the parent 
(if they request). 

6. Do the data to be collected relate to illegal 
activities? If yes, explain. 

No. 

f the future potentially 7. Are all subjects protected rom . . ? 

d · this investigation. harmful use of the data collecte in 
How is this accomplished? 

. th study should see no 
The students involved in e. h' investigation. 

h d t ollected int is armful use of the a a c . . 1 •n the reporting 
All identities will be kept confidentia i_ 
of the data and its effects on student attitudes. 



read the Austin Peay State University Policies and 
1 haved es on Human Research and agree to abide by them. I ce ur 
pro ee to report to the Human Research Review Committee 

1so agr 
a . •ticant and relevant changes in procedures and in-y signi . 
an t as they relate to subJects. 
strumen s 

- student signature Date 

Research directed by faculty should be co-s i gned by 
student 
faculty supervisor. 

faculty Signature 

APSU/ AA / AA / 5123 (Rev. 2-84) 

2:002:2 

PPM Form 
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Narnon Daryle Grenead was born in 
Glasgow, 

September 2, 1953. He attended public schools 

Tennessee and graduated in May of 1971 _ 

Kentucky on 

in Gallatin 
' 

The following 
September he entered Austin Peay St 

ate University and in 
May, 1975 received a Bachelor of s · cience in Education 

Degree with a Visual Arts maJ·or. He reentered Austin Peay 

state University in the Graduate Education program and 

plans to graduate with a Masters of Education in curriculum 

and Instruction. 

He is currently in his 21st year as a Visual Arts 

instructor in the Clarksville-Montgomery County School 

System at the middle school level. He is a member of the 

National Art Education Association and the Tennessee Art 

Education Association, in which he is currently Treasurer 

for the state organization. He has had training with the 

Institute for the Improvement of Visual Arts Education 

sponsored by the J. Paul Getty Foundation and served as a 

state evaluator for the Career Ladder program for the 

T • He has conducted ennessee Department of Education. 

numerous workshops and has presented to adminiSt rators at 

the Tennessee Arts Academy on the National Visual Arts 

Standards. 
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